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i 
I NTRODUCTION 
MUSIC IN ENGLAND 
Music as a profession and as an art in its early history occupi ed 
a subordinate role in support of religious rites and, for a time, was con-
sidered a part of astronomical and cosmological speculations--unt il it was 
disengaged from mathematics and religious subjugation for more promising 
artistic purposes. Whether t his change took place as part of an evol u-
tionary process 'in the western world' is not reallY certain. The phrase, 
'in the western world' is used in recognition of the fact that t he cul-
tural history of the East is still relatively unknown. CulturaJ.ly the 
West was, at one time, entirelY dependent upon the East. Yet, musicol o-
gists admit that concerning the great ancient civilizations of Babylonia 
and Egypt nothing of the music culture is actually known save that of pic-
torial representations of instruments and architectural illustrations. 
The beginnings of the section on 'Greek Music' in the Harvard Dictionary 
l 
of Music reads: 'in the entire hist ory of music there i s no field so 
embarrassing to the student as that of ancient Greek Jllll8ic. 1 Reasons of 
the inadequacy of source material follows this introductory statement. 
However, it is common knowledge that the West got its Christianit,y from 
the East and readilY accepted without question the leadership of t he great 
Eastern theologians, Irer~eus, Clement and Origen. 
The art of music was filtered through the same channels and as 
Paul Henry Lang says: 'Rites and music influenced each other to such an 
extent, in the liturgy of Christian antiquity-, that a history of music 
1See p • .301. 
i i 
l 
cannot be written separate~ from a histor,y of religion.' A less schol-
ar:cy- statement by an unknown author which reads: 1 Pioneers of music though 
striving 'With might and main after art, were always running up against the 
brick walls of mathematics and theology,' not o~ further describes the 
dependent status of music, but also describes, to some extent, the eclectic 
basis of all human endeavors and if the thought could be extended further, 
it would encompass the broader concept that human endeavors are derivative--
in the case of the histor,y of Anglican Service Music from 1509 to 1603, the 
initial derivation springs from Jewish antecedents as all Christianmnsic 
does. Concerning the impediment of 'brickwalls' obstructing research in 
music, it portrays a striking and factual analogy for tracing the course 
of music history in England. At one extreme is a 1brickwall 1 of theo-
logical dogma and at 'the other a smoldering pile of ashes of former monas-
teries and traditions of English music, both walls of which closed in on 
the artistic progress of music in this countr,y. Manf'red Bukofzer describes 
a third destructive condition in the monasteries of the fifteen and six-
2. 
teenth centuries, "musical manuscripts considered outdated at the times 
were cut up and used in bindings of non-musical books. Well conceaJ.ed as 
fly leaves or protective covers of fascicles, the.y weathered the storm of 
centuri es and can now be removed from their hiding places, maqr of which 
may as yet have remained undiscovered." These conditions, however, did 
not leave England entirely barren of musical art, leaving no trace of the 
theories, influences and practices prevalent prior to the Reformation in 
1Paul Henry Lang, Music in Western Civilization, W. W ~ Norton and 
Comp~, Inc., New York, 1941, lSi Ed. 
2Manfred Bukof.zer, Studies in Medieval and Renaissance Music, 
w. w. Norton and Company, Inc., New-york, I95U,""'I'St Ed., p. "80., 
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conforming to the Protestant theological decrees. The outstanding com-
posers of the period continued to write under private circumstances, 
especialzy- in the newly organized Chapel Royals. 
For these and many other reasons England has sustained a precarious 
position in the course of her music history. 
Assigning a national label to various developments and contributions 
to the art of music is inevitable, necessary, yet somehow unfortunate and 
at times highl;r inconvenient. Sometimes it is difficult to discern evi-
dences of basic facts because of an author's over-indulgence in sustaining 
or extending national pride, this employment of judicious kindness or 
simply his ineptness in accurately translating and interpreting old docu-
ments. On the other hand, the credibilicy of new-found facts is very often 
questioned in view of contrasting information passed down .from one text-
book to the other, which has generally been accepted usually on the basis 
of its appearance within the covers of a published work. 
1 
England has been labelled 11the country without music," concur-
rent:cy with references as to an erratic position in the course of music 
history. Thus, I daresay, that the England which, by means of her indus-
tria~ Revolution, changed the economic concepts of industry throughout 
the western wor1d, does not bear such a distinction in her music histor,y. 
A re-evaluation of England's position in music history, seemingly 
has been of grave concern to scholars such as Gustave Reese, Paul Henry 
1Lang, Op. Cit., P• 274, P• 269, p. 283. . 
HarvaraDi'Ctionary £f. Music, 1st Ed., 1947, Edited by Willi . 
Apel, Harvard University Press, p. 240. 
Ernest Walker,! Histo~ ~Music in .England, 3rd Ed., 1952, 
Oxford, at the Clarendon Press, p.-s. 
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Lang and Manfred F. Bukofzer. Bukofzer admits of an interest for some 
1 
time in ear~ English music. Reese and Bukofzer offer substantial evi-
dence based on the analyzation of old manuscripts that ear~ English 
composers were not passive or unproductive in their musical endeavors, 
but, actually originated certain styles and fonns. Ernest Walker, an 
English scholar, on the other hand, is rather hesitant in affording cer-
2 
tain precedents to the English. For an example, the two-part singing 
as performed by the inhabitants of Northern Britain described by Giraldus 
Cambrensis, Archdeacon of St. David's in Wales, (written in th.e latter 
part of the twelfth century), in his writing, Descriptio Cambriae as 
interpreted by Walker reads: "But we know absolute~ nothing of the 
real nature of this popular part-singing--what intervals were used or 
aeything else." Neither does Dom Anselm Hughes find aey awarding contri-
. 3 butions offered by the English in Gera.1d 1s report. 
"There is, however, some int eresting information about, 
popular practice in the Descriptio Cambriae by Gerald de Barri. 
The importance of this passage lies more in its geographical 
details than in its musical information. As a primary source 
for musical practice about 1200 the description is inadequate, 
because its _terms are not sufficientlY precise. The language 
is that of an amateur. There is nothing in it to justi.t'y the 
assumption, that people in the north of England were in the 
habit of singing in parallel thirds." 
4 
Reese sees another side: ''What kind of mu.sic may this English two-part 
singing have been? That it ~ in some respects have differed from the 
w. w. 
~ukofzer, ~· Cit., Gustave Reese, Music in the MiddJ.e ~ 
Norton and Company-;-Inc., New York, 1940, lstEd. 
2~., P• 1-2. 
~ew Oxford History of Music, Vol. 11, Ch. X, 1954, p. 315. 
4Reese, 2£• ~., P• 388. 
v 
various types of organum known to Continental Europe is deducible from. 
Gerald's so definitelY localizing it ••• n Reese goes on - developing 
his argument b,r concluding that the voices must .have progressed in thirds, 
Nobilis, humilis, was written in the Orkney Islands which is also in 
Northern Britain. Walker even questions the English nationalit.f of Johannes 
1 Cotto, a great theorists of the Middle Ages and adds: 
"The early English theorists tell us nothing of the individual 
music of their native country; their writings concern the general. 
musical practice of their day throughout western Europe, without 
aJV avowed reference to different local customs." 
2 
But Lang in laudatory and decisive language says: "In the early Middle 
Ages English musical scholars wrote down the laws and theories of music 
which were read and followed all over Europe. English singers were 
acclaimed by Synods ••• n Lang is consistent:cy positive in his effort 
to dispel the notion of England 1 s 1 artistic sterility. ' Bukofzer makes 
no point of his non-support or support of these arguments; he simply pre-
sents the results of his findings.3 
We are not, however, concerned here in the accumulation of facts 
to prove or disprove the arguments--the plan, rather, is to present a 
summarized account of those musical items that had their origin in England 
prior to 1509 and, when coupled with occasional references as to the gen-
eral history of the English people dispersed throughout this thesis, a 
lwalker, .9£• .Q!1., P• 4-5. 
2Lang, .QE.• ~., P• 515. 
3rhe Winchester pieces are among the earliest practical examples 
of contrary motion, Winchester Troper, an Anglo-saxon Service book dating 
from about 980. 
vi 
strikingly clear portrayal of the conditions giving rise to the 'unique 
Anglican Liturgy will be in evidence. 
The decree of the Council of Clovesho, 747, urging that--"chanting 
should be ' in accordance with the sample that we have received in writing 
from the Roman Church' would more or less necessarily support the conten-
tion that music culture in England did begin with the settling of the 
Augustinian mission on English shores in 597 A.D., however, the statement 
does allude to the fact that there must have been certain existing types 
and styles of music rendition. What music culture actually existed in 
Celtic Britain?--Wbat music culture did the Anglo-Saxon and Danish in-
vasions bring?--are still research subjects of interest. 
The first concrete manifestation of a new concept in music of 
English origin appears in a musical treatise by Johannes Cotto written in 
llOO. In contradistinction to the rule of the old organum in which the 
interval of the fourth progresses along in parallel or oblique motion, 
Cotto expresses, also, the desirable use of contrary motion, in the pro-
gressions of fifths, fourths and octaves and with an occasional crossing 
of parts. The later English theorists, Jean de Garlandia, AnOJ:\VlllOUS IV, 
Walter Odington and Simon Tunsted are the o~ theorists, at this time, 
1 
.from about 1220 to 1370, to mention, 1 Stimmtausch, ' from which conclu-
sions of an English origin have been made. Walter Odington is credited 
2 
with having traced the initial use of duple time. 
lsee Gustave Reese, MMA, P• 305. Stimmtausch - the execution of 
a passage in contrapuntal style by exchanged voices, so that, e.g., the 
soprano sings the part of the alto and vice versa (without the octave 
transposition, found in inVertible. counterpoint) • . Harval"d Dictionar,r of 
Music. 
2New Orlord History of Music, .2£• ~., P• hOl e 
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During the Gothic period in which the codification of theorie~ 
regarding the polyphonic forms of organum, conduct us, motet and cantilena, 
there is advanced a vague possibility of the English having originated the 
l 
peripheral style in organum. 
The prominent English innovation seem to appear during the late 
MidcUe Ages, 1300-1450, and, of course, during the time of Dunstable. 
The first polyphonic settings of the Magnificat are of English 
origin, also, the employment of polJ'phonic tropes for the Ordinary of the 
2 
Mass. The original stylistic features of English po:J.n>hol\Y' are: 
1. The 'migrant 1 cantua firmus - which means that it is not 
confined to one voice. There is a free use of transpo-
sition and melodic elaboration. Melodic variation is 
successfully carried out in all voices. 
-'this style resulted from the preference by the English 
for chordal sonorities, pr~ved by their using the 'homo-
geneous sixth-chord style ' 
2. Prepared dissonances, also, . termed by Bukofzer "pan-conso-
nant" style, are to be found only in motets written by 
Dunstable, Forest and Pyramour, however, this early prac-
tice evidences an advanced conception of part-writing 
respected to~. 
3. Varied repetition by means of interchanging voices. There 
is an advantage in this device as clearly eXplained by 
Bukofzer- "the mutual assimilation of the voices by means 
of textual . paraphrase is re-inforced musica.lly through the 
interchange of parts, similar movement in all voices,4and blending harmonies, such as triads and sixth chords." 
lReese, QE_. ~., P• 306. 
2No evidences of this innovation was found in the New Oxford 
History of Music, yet, Reese, MMA, eludes to this origin on p. 420. 
3nold Hall ~cript is in fact the first large source to con-
tain a considerable munber of compositions in which, the plainsong · 
wanders from one voice to .another in succession • . Bulcof'zer, QE. Cit., 
P• 46. -
4Ibid., P• 23. 
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This bears out, also a favorite device of blending inter-
vals by the English to secure various sonorities. 'English 
motets of the period c. 1275-1325, its three vocal lines 
make continual us.e of that1 interchange which is so character-istic of English writing.• 
4. The unification of the sections of the Mass - first intro-
duced by Dunstable, in which he repeats the borrowed melody' 
in each of the movements of the Mass. A probable influence -
to this practice might be the assigning of different portions 
of the text to the two upper voices of Gloria and Credo 
settings by English composers. These different portions of 
the texts are to be sung simultaneously. · This could possibly 
serve as an answer to the lack of a number of great English 
contrapuntists; they actually showed no great interest in 
this particular feature of music composition. The English 
ears were more atuned to vertical blending of intervals 
producing what is called 'euphonious sound. 1 It follows, 
then, that the English are not too concerned with a dutiful 
adherence to a given melody, or a borrowed cant us firmus, 
they inevitably broke awq in search of new sonorities--
so, 1the writing that is based on plainsong but entirelY 
eliminates it in its pure form at the particular time when 
polyphonic troping of the Ordinar,y was practiced, is natu-
rally felt to be of English origin. This predilection for 
harmonic euphoey has been the weapon used for spelling 
various mediocre periods in the course of England's music 
history • . 
5. English discant, 6 chords, a dominating technique in medieval 
3 
llUsic and the gymel style, earliest form of English Polyphony, 
are the most outstanding English contributions. The name 
'English Discarrt 1 is attributed to Manfred F. Bukofzer to 
distinguish it from the term 1fauxbourdon 1 used by composers 
on the mainland of Europe. .Both of the t .echniques, 'English 
Discant• and 1Fauxbourdon1 are similar in the use of thirds 
and sixths and dissimilar . in the position of the cantua 
.firmus:. The English places the cantus firmus in the l.owest. 
voice and the Continental composers places the cantus firmus 
in the highest voice, the lowest voice, thus, affords, a 
"false support," which accounts for the name •tauxbourdon, 1 
however, there is still argument for an English origin of 
the style, (cf: Reese, MMA, p. 401; Bukofzer, SMRM, P• 184-5. 
The English preference for the employment of parallel thirds and 
occasional sixths was pointed out as ~ earlY technique in two-part 
lNew Oxford History of Music, QE• ~., p. 404. 
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writing b.r Northern Britishers. This technique received a special name, 
t gymel t in the fifteenth century. The composition of two-part songs in 
the vernacular appear to have first originated in England. 
The Eng~ish four-part canon at the unison 'With the two-part pes, 
Sumer is icumen, is reported to be the first attempt of six-part writing 
and an ambitious effort in the use of four voices. 
The second of the three thirteenth cent~ dances preserved in 
the British Museum (Harl. 978, fo. 8v-9) is reported to be somewhat of an 
English novelty in dance music composition. Reese describes it as being 
•structurallY significant because of its anti-c~imactic end of three-
voiced harmo~ after having reached a climax of monodic treatment through-
1 
out the composition. It is supposed to be the first independent example 
of polyphonic dance music at this time. 
The discant, po]Jrphonic trope, gymel, eantus-firmus in the top 
parts and fauxbourdon were techniques all to be used in an advanced and 
unique style in the English motets (four-part motet most popular in 
England), all of ~ieh find the fullest and most successful treatment in 
the works of Dunstable. 
It is true that Dunstable was highly inf'luenced by Italians, which 
is reasonable since he spent most his life in Italy and where most his 
manuscripts are to be found, but for the English .this ciroun :~ance creates 
an unfortunate situation since Dunstable _represents the first of her few 
1
see Reese, ~· Cit., P• 243. 
Note: See New Oxford History of Music, Vol. 11., p. 338 for 
examples for ·t;he four-part motet style. 
· foremost composers--that is, if a nation's musical success is to be 
measured in the number of famous composers. 
X 
With the beginning of the sixteenth century, those persons ~o 
yearn for standardized and gener~ accepted facts--facts which are stand-
ardized in maqy instances because of the relative ease in deciphering of 
documents and the prevalence of research work that has been interpreted 
in various and sundry ways, can see and understand the musical. experiences 
in England, the order of which was being formulated in the fifteenth cen-
tury. 
There are now available scholar~ treatises on various phases of 
ear~ English music and there is, also, much active research by experts 
being done in this direction. 
In spite of England's geographical position and the national 
differences as compared to the Latin and Oriental peoples, she, along 
with the rest, accepted the Christian religion which was received from 
the Semitic !brims or Hebrews, who, in their turn, transmitted Ill8.l\V" of 
the traditions of Egyptian and Babylonia music to their synagogues and 
temples. 
With the beginning of the first chapter, the plan in this study 
is to outline the musical traditions offered b.Y the chief contributors 
to the Christian worship, to fuse them into the Roman Liturgy from which 
derived the foundation of the Anglican .Liturgy. Thereafter the main 
concern will. be to .. e.utline historical points of significance in the 
establishment of the English Church, the ruling 'Sarum Rite t and the 
service music from 1509- to 1603. 
1 
CHAP'rER ONE 
EARLIEST ANTECEDENTS OF THE ANGLICAN LITURGY 
The derivation of the Anglican Church Liturgy seems to be a point 
of concern--whether this is of significant interest to the liturgiologist 
or to polemic scholars is yet to be proved. Three sources for the Anglican 
1 Liturgy. are claimed:--First, it is to be included in the Ephesine family 
as a branch of the Gallic an Liturgy, seco~, it is to be included in the 
Petrine family as a branch of the Roman Liturgy, thirdly, its construction 
is unique, but it bears a close similarity with the derived Byzantine Rite 
which is a combination of the liturgies of st. Basil and st. Chrysostom 
both of which comprise the Caesarean Liturgy, a branch of the primitive 
Liturgy of Jerusalem. 
Duchesne writes that the Gallican Liturgy was used by the churches 
2 
of Gaul, Spain, Britain, and Ireland. The British church before the 
Augustinian mission was supposed to have used the 'Hibernian Liturgy, • a 
diffusion of the Gallican Liturgy. Rev. Alfred Plwmner writes: "that the 
British derived its origin from the .Christians of Gaul, and remained to a 
.3 
large extent dependent upon them. 11 The Harvard Dictionary Music includes 
an article on English music which reads: 'Evidence of musical cu.J.ture in 
lEphesine is descriptive of the liturgy used in Ephesus, Asia 
Minor, where it is claimed that st. John did his proselyting. 
2Mgr. L. Duchesne, Christian Worship, ·.!.:!!.! Origin~ Evolution, 
Ma.:cmillen ano Company, ~ew York, lst. Ed., 1919, Pe 32. 
Jaev. Alfred P~ummer, M.A., D.D., The Churches in Britain Before 
~ 1000, Robert Scott, 62, Paternoster Row, E. c., London, 19ll, 1st Ed. 
P• 9. 

/ 
3 
Council ceased to continue as a Jewish Messianic sect and became another 
religion of personal salvation--separate and apart from Judaism. Thus, 
the catholic conception of the Christian religion spread from Antioch 
(leaving Damascus, some of the disciples made their way to Antioch), the 
most important city of western Asia, in Syria throughout the Graeco-Roman 
empire as an illegal religious belief and practice, . thus, the influences 
from the powerful cultures of this Greek and Roman world did not find a 
place in the earliest liturgical practices • .. The first and foremost deri-
vation of the Christian religious observances are to be found in the Jewish 
synagogues and temples. Jesus Christ and .his personal .foll<Wers were loyal 
and faithful Jews worshipping according to the traditio~s of their ancestors 
in the synagogues and temples. These Jewish . traditions thus, remained 
strong in the minds of those that broke with st. Paul, and a uniformity of 
the simple liturgy that evolved was practiced in the first two centuries 
by all the early Christian congregations. .The Jewish traditions were 
blended with the sole distinctive element of the ear~ Christians' service, 
the 'Supper' initiated and instituted by Jesus Christ, which later took on 
the significance of being a 'Sacrificial Rite' --around which all other por-
tions of the liturgy was to evolve. However, the 'daily vigil' along with 
the addition of fixed hours of prayer during the ~ was gett~ng a head 
ancestral start in the development of the Office, the second of the basic 
.forms of Christian worship. 
The Jewish traditions immediately adopted. by the ear~ Christians 
are as .follows: 
1. lections - readings from the Scriptures 
4 
2. homilies - sermons 
3. pr~ers - the function of a professional precentor ~o sing 
the traditional themes or .motives for the pr~ers 
gave impetus to the use . of a cantor and profes-
sional. singers in the Western Church. · The themes 
am motives used for the prayers initiated the 
principle for the _creation of new melodies. 
G. Reese points to this practice as being, "an 
illustration o~ an early stage in the development 
of the art of 5:omposi tion -- text supplied with a 
stock meJ.ody." 
4. chanting - According to Edw. Dickinson, "the chant appears to 
be the natural and _fundamental form of music 
employed in all . lit~gical_ systems the world over, 
ancient and modern.n . 
The Jewish melodies were passed down to each succeeding generation 
orally, thus a descriptive analysis of these chanted melodies is impossible, 
although Lazare Saminsey attempts to build a thesis on the existence of a 
Jewish musical tradition and traces a similar melodic trend between old and 
3 
secluded Oriental branches of Jewr,y. However, it is possible to definitely 
establish a few features of this music that was carried to the early Chris-
tian congregations: 
1. It was monophonic - primitive in technique, 'consisting onlY 
of a broad unison melody of a few notes, more primitive less 
melodic, nearer to speech than the simplest of Christian plain-
song. 
2. The music was completely dependent on the text. 
la.ustave Reese, Music,!!?; the Middle Ages, w. w. Norton and Company, 
Inc., New York, 1940, 1st Ect., P• ~. 
2Edw.ard Dickinson, Music . ~ the Histoi ;2£, . the Western Church, 
Charles Scribner's . Sons, .New York, l'90'!, .lst -., p~. . . 
.3:r.azare Saminsk;y, Music. o.f. the Ghetto and the Bible, Bloch Publish-
ing Company, New York, 1934, ist"Ed;;-p. 13. ~- . . . · 
· CF: Peter Gradenwitz, The Mnsic. of Israel - its Rise and Growth 
Through SOOO Years, w. W. Norton-aDd Compaey, _ Inc., NeW'You;·y~, P• 13J 
Edw. Dickinson, 2£• ~., P• Jj. 
5 
The Hebrew's method of chanting the psalms, which, themselves, bear 
the strongest affinit,y of the Christians to the Jewish concepts of worship, 
along with the canticles taken from the Jewish Bible, afforded the founda-
tional structure of music in the Western church. "The great majority of 
1 
the chants of the Mass and Office are cast in the form of psalmody." 
The oldest type of psalmoqy first practiced in the Christian Church 
which is associated with solo psalmoqy resulted from the three forms of 
2 
Hebrew psalmo~ based on the 'principle of response.' 
Form A - the leader intoned the first half of the verse whereupon 
the congregation repeated it. .Then, the leader sang 
each succeeding half-line, the congregation alw~s 
repeating the same first half-line which thus became a 
refrain throughout the entire song. This was the form 
in which Adults used to sing the "Hallel, 11 Ps. 113-ll.8. 
Form B - the leader sang a half-line at a time, and the congre-
gation repeated ~at he had last sung - this was the 
form in 'Which the children used to be instructed at 
school. 
Form C - was responsive in the real sense, i.e., the leader would 
sing the whole f irst line, whereupon the congregation 
would respond with the second line of the verse. This 
was the form in which the Shema was recited in public. 
Refrains as Amen, Hallelujah, Hoshianah (Oh, help!) 
Anenu (Answer Us), etc., were mostly used in public 
worship. Besides the3responsive form, the unison and solo forms were used. . 
The large levi tical choirs in the Jewi.sh Temples employed t Anti.phorua 
Singing' which is described as the 'a1 ternate singing of balanced groups, t 
laeese, £2• ~., P• 172. 
2A. z. IdeJ.sohll, Jewish Music ~ its Historical. Development, Tudor 
Publishing Compaqy, New York, 1944, lst Ed:; p. 20. 
3 -~., P• 26. 
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b,y these Levitical choirs. The Harvard Dictionar,y of Music mentions that 
'the antiphonal method of psalm singing was at . an early time enriched by 
the addition of a short sentence which was sung by the whole chorus (or, 
perhaps, the congregation) after each two verses, and 'Which was called 
antiphon (a). There resulted a rondeau-like scheme: A VI V2 A V3 V4 A ••• A. 1 
In the ultimate development of church :music in the West, this type of 
psalmoq, along with the responsorial and recitative forms, were divided in-
to five different classes: 
1. the antiphonal and simple psalmoqy of the Office i.e., Alleluia, 
antiphons to the Magnificat and Benedictus 
2. the antiphonal psalmody of the Mass i.e., Gradual, .Alleluia, 
Offertory, Ordinary of the Mass; Introit, Co:mm.unio 
3. the psalmoey of the Invitatory - Psalm 94 'Venite exsu1temus,' 
always sung at the opening of Matins 
4. the greater responds of Matins 
5. the tractus - cantus in dilectum originating from the . solo 
psalmody of the synagogue. 
The canticles of the Jewish Bible combine with the psalms to form 
the original. structure of the Christian Liturgy. Their use was first intro-
duced into the Office as permanent items by St. Benedict, but were not 
introduced into the Mass until about the second haJ.f of the ninth century. 
Several other elements of the Jewish Liturgy were used as models 
for the Christian Liturgy - the .Alleluia Respond, which was adopted with-
out translation and the jubilis on the vowel 1 a 1 served not only as one 
of the proper portions of the . Christian Mass, but served as the origin of 
the 'sequences' termed as hymns and as such came to be accepted and used 
lNew OXford History of Music, Vol. ll, 1954, Ch. IV, p. 114. 
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down, thus, . comparative research to support this contention is impossible. 
There has been, on the other hand, evidences found of melodic sinrl.lari ties 
between modern Syrian chant and old Gregorian melodies.1 
The beginning .of ascetic societies and . monasteries in the fourth 
eentur,r have been ide~ traced to ~ia and Egypt and their preference 
for antiphonal and responsorial singing in the monasteries passed on to 
Western Liturgic practices b.Y Bishop Ambrose (d. 392,), who introduced 
this cantua antiphonous to t he West and Pope Celestine I, (422-432), who 
introduced it into the Roman Mass. This antiphonal singing by double semi-
choruses of men, women and .children in .Syria developed a further practice 
of interspersing passages of song between the psalm-verses, called, el\Vana, 
usually Alleluia was 'destined to be imitated with telling effect in the 
2 
West. 1 'The most i:q:>ortant formal principle on 'Which the Gregorian Chant 
is constructed (which governs; the whole medieval liturgy) between solo and 
chorus music with the consequences resulting from it, or, in other words, 
between responsorial and antiphonal mnsie.• 3 
The West is indebted, also to Syria and Egypt for the founding 
development, and direction given the Office, which found its entire develop-
ment in the East. 
Part 1, 
Square, 
laeese, .QE.• .£!!., P• 114. 
2Ibid., P• 68. 
3 
Peter Wagner, Ph. D., . Introduction~·~ Gregorian Melodies~ 
Printed for the. Plainsong and Mediaeval Music Society, 44 Russell 
W. c., London, 1901, 2nd Ed., p. 1. 
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The point that Weimnann makes of tracing certain Eastern influences 
to the West fails in research scholarship when he mentions that the ' eight-
mode system or Octoechus was probably. developed in _Syria at an early date 
from the Greek theoey • • • Here, in the West, it gradual.ly assumed a new 
form more suitable _ to the Latin Chant •• •" In comparing Reese 1s2 account 
of the Syrian Oktoechos with Weinmann's discussion, the inaccuracies of 
Weinmann's findings are eas~ traced. In speaking of authors who have 
. - 3 
discussed the Syrian_ Oktoechos Reese says: . _ "here we are confronted with 
something that definitely had a connection with the use of music by the 
early Christians, but. unfortunately they, like .their successors, used the 
term 110ktoechus" in several different senses, a.xid this offered wishful. 
thinking an opportunity •• •" Reese further states that "the actual 
literar,y evidence affords no basis on which to claim that the original 
Syrian Oktoechos derived its fo~ from Greek. • ."4 
The eight church moies which originated around the eighth centu.r,y 
are claimed to have had some connection with themelody-types called Byzan-
tine echoi, 5 may have a remote relationship wi.th the Syrian Oktoecbus which 
are, also a group of eight adaptable melody-types,_ adaptable meaning that 
~. Dr. _Karl Weinmann, Hi.sto(l of Church Music, McLaughlin and 
Reilly Co., Boston, Mass., .19o6, 1St E .,pp. 26-7. 
2 ~., p. 71. 
3p. 71. 
4 ~·-• P• 71. 
5see P• 438. 
they were used in a symbolical. sense just as the Greek modes were con-
ditioned by the assignment of ethical. characteristics to various scal.es. 
Syrian hymnody beginning with the compositions of St. Ephrem 
(d. 373), is, considered to be the most outstanding Syrian influence in 
that it marked the beginning o_f .Christian hymnody. The Syrian risquolo 
which is described1 as 'an air, subjected to rhythmical. adaptation to fit 
texts similarly versified according to Syrian standards. r The Harvard 
Dictionary describes it 2 as ruse of standard melo.dies for a number of 
different poems. of a similar verse-patterns.' "The . Syrian risqolo tech-
nique and their. idea· of singing hymns with texts . in verse form were 
10 
patterna adopted without hesitation -for the composition of Western hymnoqy. 
St. Ambrose influenced by Hilary of Poitiers, who .having heard the Syrian 
hymns failed in his efforts to popularize ~ in the West, is actually 
the one to be credited with having introduced hymnoqy to the West. st. 
Ambrose's hymn-meters called "Ambrosian Meter" or what is now called 
"Conmon Meter" is the employment of a 1-2 rhythm combined in a line of 
four feet. The number of lines in a stanza is limited to four and the 
.number of stanzas is usually limited to eight • . Hymns were admitted into 
the Roman Liturgy in the twelfth centlll'7. 
The early Christians were undergoing severe persecutions fran 
64 A.D. to 260 A.D., however, after the Edict of 313 A.D., which granted 
lega1 toleration for the Christian religion and the .Edict of 392, which 
granted Christianity state priority--declaring that all other religions 
. lrbid., P• 68. 
2Ibid., p. 438. 
-
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were heretical, the direct contacts began to be made with the Graeco-Roman 
empire. The change of the capital center from Rome to Byzantium, renamed, 
Constantinople in 330 A.D., b,y Constantine sustained the prominence of 
Eastern practices. Constantinople deprived Rome of its outward splendor, 
wealth and prestige. All of the various Eastern cultures converged at 
this center to make Constantinople the most important ecclesiastical pro-
vince in the world at this time and the strong rival of t:tE Church of Rome. 
The Byzantine rite is derived from the combination of the Caesarean .Litur-
gies of St. Basil and St. John Chrysostom together with the use of the Mass 
of the Presanctified. The Western Liturgy owes ma.ey of its features to the 
influences emanating from Constantino.ple, which, incidentally is now what 
is called Istanbul. It is due to the outstandingly scholarly research of 
such experts as Egon Wellesz, Amedee Gastoue, and Otto Ursprung that much 
of this information is being interpreted and introduced into the various 
textbooks. Our interest, here is not. to make a comparative study of the 
Gregorian and B,yzantine chants, since much of the research work to be done 
by and bas been done by experts, however, when much of this new- found 
information is codified and simplified, and since certain Gregorian melo-
dies owe their origin to Byzantine influence war.rants the inclusion of the 
Byzantine culture as being another basic antecedent o:f the Christian Liturgy 
that was diffused to the West. 
It was inevitable that Greek elements would be fused with the develop-
ing liturgical practices. Greek, as has been mentioned, was the language of 
the Roman government and of the Roman culture for the first three centuries. 
The great Greek philosophical systems gave the simple Christian 'code of 
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living ' new lustre, vitality and significance; the Neo-Phythagoreans and 
Neo-Platonists who, together with the heretical Gnostics are claimed to 
have had a decided affect on Christianit,y's music.1 The ~hynchos Qy.mn, 
oldest extant MS. of Catholic.· Church music, third century A.D., found in 
Egypt, is documentary proof of the influence of Greek music in that the 
Greeks' alphabetical system of notation was used, but not the Greek music. 
The Church Fathers, who treat of music in their writings, adopted 
the certain attitudes about music from the Greeks. For an example, the 
idiomatic conception of the Greeks concerning the subservience of music 
to poetr,y was taken over by the Christian Church as a rule suitable to 
their divine music, including the trait of giving prominence to the linear 
element in music over that of the coloristic tendencies which is reported 
to be common "t.o·•b4t>lli4l~IMel!l" trait all through the history of Greece. 2 The 
eight church modes, modelled after the Greeks s,ystem of intervals and 
scales, are the most outstanding contribution to the field of church music 
in that they not onlY formed the tonal basis of Gregorian Chant, but also, 
formed the tonal basis for the development of polyphonic music. The con-
fusion of names of the Church modes with the same names of different Greek 
modes comes partly through misreadings of Boethius' statements about Greek 
3 
music. The Greek names, Dorian, Phrygian, Lydian and Mixolydian are 
1 . Reese, 22· ~., P• 59. 
2 . 
Curt Sachs, Rhythm and Tempo, w. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 
New York, 1953, lst Ed., p. II>. 
3Erwin Esser Nemmers, Twenty Centuries ~ Catholic Church Music, 
The Bruce Publishing Compaqy, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 1949, lst Ed., p. 3. 
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associated with a descending series of tones, e,d,c,b, while the church 
f 1 modes in ascending order d,e, ,g. Consequently, the intervallic patterns, 
the schematic s,rstem of applying rhythm to the modes, and the idea of 
intervallic notation using the letters of the alphabet are to be considered 
as the direct theoretical influences of Greek concepts. The language of 
the Mass was Greek for the first three centuries and Western popes were of 
Greek descent during the seventh and eighth centuries, (Agatho (678-81), 
Leo II (682-3), Benedict II (684-685), and Sergius I (687-701). Various 
portions of the Mass are derived from Greek sources, the KYrie Eleison 'rem-
· nant of the Litany form of prayer, which still remains. as such in the Byzan-
tine Liturgy at the beginning. It forms in its Greek wording one of the 
chants of the Ordinar.y of the Latin Mass; the Christa eleison was added by 
Pope Gregor.y I. The Gloria in excelsis Deo, . is a Greek morning hymn, find-
ing its place first in the Greek version from the fifth century; in Latin 
in the seventh century and has been sung .in Latin from the ninth century 
onwards, becoming a part of the Roman Liturgy from the sixth century, as 
a part of the Ordinary of the Mass. The Greek, 'Thrice Holy' occupies a 
prominent place in the Greek Liturgies, it is a dialogue between one of 
the sacred minis.ters and the whole congregation. The Epinikion (Song of 
Triumph), and the Trisagion, sung in the .Latin Liturgy in the Good Frid~ 
Reproaches as a bilingual chant with the Sanctus. Agio os Theos and 
Sanctus both were used in the early liturgy. It has been claimed that 
the Greek influences are felt chiefly in an indirect manner in that the 
1Harvard Dictionary of Music, Edited by Willi Apel, Harvard 
University Press, .Cambridge, Mass., 1st Ed .. , 1947, p. 147. 
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Greek mind and its language made active impressions on the Christian 
Liturgy and its music. Th~ musical influences of the Greeks is obs~ured 
because of insufficient examples for stuqy. 
Rome was entirely dependent on the Greeks for artistic conceptions 
of music in fact, the Greeks acted as their 'mimes, singers and instru-
. ' 
mentalists. The Latin language with its 'new rhythmic prose' and the Latin 
organizing genius, each in its turn, gave Christianity and its related sub-
jects the ingredients for continuity and stability. One of these charac-
teristics offering a 'formative influence on all music' under the subject 
of rhythmic prose to which all music might be sung' - using the principles 
of the tonic accent, and the cursus,•- the tonic accent is described as 
being the primary accent in individual words which gives the word a melodic 
tendenc.y -- creating the relation between melody and sentence and the 
cursus which regulated the word rhythms at the close of sentences1 1 which 
are related to the various musical cadences found in Gregorian, Milanese 
1 
and Mozarabic music, and the other characteristic, the inherent ability 
of the Romans for establishing order and system exemplified in the litur-
gical reforms and missionary zeal of St. Gregory I (A.D. 590-604). 
During the fourth century, the Byzantine Liturgy and the Roman 
Liturgy began to emerge as the two most prominent and in!luenti<U litur-
gies. The Roman church followed a conservative policy and was primarily 
interested in building a reputation for orthodoxy while the other half of 
the Empire, Constantinople, possessing more wealth, power and the presence 
lFor a fUller discussion regarding the Roman contributions to the 
liturgy see, Winfred Douglas, Mus. Doc., Church Music. in Risto;:: and Prac-
~' Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1st Ed., 1949-;-p. 24- • --
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of the greatest theologians who were native Easterners, was constantlY 
being torn apart b,y various theological entanglements and Turkish threats. 
The Roman ~Church came to be recognized as the most important church in 
Christendom because of the presence and martyrdom of Peter and Paul. in 
Rome and cy the beginnings of the ninth century all churches followed the 
Roman practice and its liturgy. Yet, Rome though continuing to develop 
her chant and liturgy along different lines from that of the Easterners 
1 became, after 552 A.D., a 'mere provincial capital of the Byzantine Empire' .. 
receiving liberal amounts of Eastern culture. · 
The point here is to show that the claims which insist on a close 
liturgical relationship of the Anglican Church with the Eastern Church 
aver and above that of the Roman liturgical influence, which was the first 
organized liturgical tradition officially sent to the English, is a rather 
empty argument. The functioning derivations of all liturgies, however 
loose, extend in all directions from Eastern influences. The Roman Liturgy, 
itself owes much of its liturgical custom to the Byzantine influences, the 
extent of which is gradually being answered cy contemporary scholars work-
ing, presently, on this problem. 
2 Peter Wagner writes: "that there is good reason for saying that 
most o£ the texts o£ the chants not taken from the Holy Scriptures are 
translations from a Greek original. 11 And, he further relates that the 
1 
Paul Henry Lang, Music in Western Civilization, w. w. Norton and 
Comp~, ~nc., . New York, 1st Ed.;-1~41, P• $1. 
2wagner~ .2£· cit., P• ·45. 
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second of the two classes of melodies, which is described as "those chants 
1 
which have melodic pecularities of their own especially modal ones," 
which Wagner says: 11 can be proved to have been first taken into the Latin 
Liturgy under the Greek Popes of the Seventh and eighth centuries, after 
the settlement of the Roman Ecclesiastical chant." These are: 
the procession before the Mass on the four feasts of the 
Blessed Virgin, the Annunciation, Assumption, Dormitio, 
Nativity and Purification introduced by the Greek Pope, 
Sergius I, 687-701. · 
Most of the chants of the feasts of2the Elevation of the Cross introduced by the Greek popes 
~ chants of the Palm-Sunday Procession, the Antiphon 
Crucem taum, and the Good Friday Improperia 
During the last years of the Roman Pope Dama.sus • pontificate, 
(366-84), he made use of the service of St. Jerome, the first expert in 
Eastern Liturgy, as a secret~ and advisor in liturgical maters.3 
Later, during the reigns of Charlemagne, his son and grandson, 
beginning with the eighth century, another wave of Byzantine influences 
in music was received by the Latin Church. After the final split of the 
two churches, Eastern and Western around 1050 or 1054, the Latin Church 
gained supreme pre-eminence throughout the West and experienced an inde-
pendent development of its liturgy. An outline of the resulting modern 
Catholic Liturgy follows: 
1Ibid., "the first class of melodies are described as 'those 
which follow the _musical laws of the remaining chants which have their 
texts drawn from the Bible. n 
2 . ~., See P• u • 
.3 . . 2£.• .£!!:,., P• 95. 
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The prayers, lections and musical portions of the · Roman Liturgy 
is planned according to events in the liturgical Church Year. 
The Church Year 
i. Advent vi. Quadragesima 
ii. Christmas vii. Easter 
(Nativity) 
viii. Ascension 
iii. Epiphaxzy-
The 
iv. Septuagesima. 
v. Sexagesima. 
Roman Mass 
PROPER (texts variable) 
1. Introit 
2. Collect 
.3. Epistle 
4. Gradual 
5. Alleluia or Tract 
0 RDINARY (invariable texts) 
ix. Pentecost 
6. Sequence at Requiem Masses 
or during 
Easter 
Whitsuntide 
Corpus Christi 
Seven Dolours 
7. Gospel 
8. Offertory 
9. Preface 
10. Communion 
11. Post-Communion 
1. KYrie Eleison 7. ~ursum Corda 
2. Gloria in Excelsis Deo 8. 
3. Credo 
4. Sanctus 9. 
5. Benedictus. 10. 
6. Agnus Dei 11. 
Ite, Missa est or Benedicamus 
Domino 
Qanon 
Pater Noster 
Last Gospel - spoken 
TYPES OF MASSES 
1. Missa Solemnis 
2. Mis sa Cantata 
3. Missa Leota 
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Solemn or High Mass; sung qy choir 
with deacon chanting the Gospel and 
Subdeacon the Epistle 
sung; but without deacon and Sub-
deacon 
Low Mass; a Mass read without music 
4. Missa Prodefunctis - Requiem Mass; Credo and Gloria omitted 
Alleluia replaced b,y Tract 
5. Votive Mass For private devotions 
6. Nuptial Mass For weddings 
1. Mass of the Presanctified - Host is consecrated on the 
previous day; the bilingual 
chanting still retained here 
on Good Fri~ Reproaches sus-
taining a fragment of the Greek 
language, which was the language 
of the first liturgy. 
DIVINE OFFIG'E or CANONICAL HOURS 
1. Matins (midnight), divided into three nocturns on Sundays and 
greater festivals 
2. Lauds 
3. Prime 
4. Terce 
5. Sext 
6. None 
7. Vespers 
8. Compline 
3 a.m. 
6 a.m. 
9 a.m. 
noon 
3 p.m. 
6 p.m. the o~ hour using figured JIIUSic 
except Tenebrae, which is sung at 
Matins and Lauds on the last three 
days of Holy Week. 
9 p.m. includes . the four antiphons B.V.M • . 
one for each season of the year. 
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STRUCTURE OF THE OFFICES 
1. Office services consist of Psalms, Anti~hons (short texts 
sung before and after Psalm or Canticle), a few verses of 
Scripture, Hymns (principal liturgical use of the hymn is 
in the Office) 
2. Lessons 
3. Versicles 
4. Collects 
scripture readings 
sentences sung b,y priest with choir response 
-
prayers of the day 
Note: At Matins and Lauds, Canticles (Scriptural, 
from the Old Testament are used) 
Canticles from the New Testament are used 
at Lauds, (Benedictus), Vespers, (Magnificat), 
Compline, (Nunc Dimittis) 
Melodies generally simple; more elaborate 
melodies for tlB important services o:r 
Matins, Vespers and Compline. 
This is the basic structure of t he resulting liturgical system developed 
under the medieval system of church worship. . In order to ful.ly understand 
the evolutionary. process of the liturgy of the Anglican Church, it is 
necessary to fully understand the composition of the Roman Liturgy. 
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FORM OF THE MASS 
Mass of t he Catechumens 
ORDINARIUM PROPRIUM (variable) ACCENTUS The sung part 
(invariable) of the Mass performed 
by the Priest w.i. th re-
sponses by the choir or 
choir and congregation) 
1. Introit 
2. KYRIE ELEISON 
3. GLORIA IN EXCEI.SIS 4. collect (proper) 
DEO 
5. epistle (proper) 
6. Gradual 
7. Alleluia or Tract 
8. Sequence 
Easter, Requiem 
Whitesuntide 
Corpus Christi 
Seven Dolours 9. gospel (Proper) 
10. CREDO 
Mass of the Fai tb.ful 
ll. Offertory 12. Sursum corda 
(ordinary) 
14. SANC'l'US 13. Preface (proper) 
16. BENEDICTUS 15. Canon, Elevation 
17. AGNUS DEI 18. Conununion 
(ordinary) 
19. Post-connnunion 
Prayer (proper) 
20. Ite missa est or 
Benedicamus Domino 
2.1. 
(ordinary) 
Last Gospel (ordinary) 
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CHAPI'ER TWO 
GENERAL BACKGROUND OF THE EIDLiffi REFORMATION 
The Anglican Church represents one of the several outstanding 
Protestant church bodies. Its history cannot be traced simply from the 
dogged will and highly individualistic nature of one of England's most 
illustrious kings; it rathe~, ·· results as a consequence of man;:r corporate 
'' 
circumstances mingling in a conf'used process of growth and development. 
Certain of these circumstances take precedence over others, such as: 
1. the papacy's assumption of supreme authority over 
the temporal and spiritual affairs of man, and the 
steady advance in the complexities of ritual music 
emanating frma Rome. 
2. the spirit of srecessive ages, the emergence and 
growth of revolutionar.y ideas. 
3. the formation of the new English nation and the 
origination of the nationistic spirit planted by 
her ld.ngs. 
Beginning with the Edict of Milan, 313 A.D., and possibly earlier, 
the sovereignty of the. West belonged unquestionab~ to the Pope by Divine 
and legal right. The legal right came to be attached to the Pope's pre-
rogatives by the alleged 1 Donation of ·Constantine 1 which gained canonical 
authori~ in its inclusion in the 1 Pseudo~Isidorian Decretals 11 thus, 
becoming one of the strongest supports of the Pope's claim to political 
authority, until the fifteenth century. The English never f~ appre-
ciated or respected this presumptive position taken by the Popes. 
1see, A History of Christianity, Kenneth Scott Latourette, 1953, 
1st Ed., Harper and Brothers, New York, P• 341 for full and detailed 
account. 
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Beginning with the Norman kings, the English Church did actual.l.y make 
direct and closer contacts with the papa~ and Western Christendom, there-
by benefitting in the establishment of a permanent church, nonetheless, the 
papacy received the first of its 'restraining experiences' from William, 
the Conqueror, who acting as a full-fledged •English King 1 reduced papal. 
authority t o a minimum. 
During the Middle Ages the rights of patronage, appeal, and taxa-
tion were t he demagogic instruments used b.r the Popes to sustain the alle-
giance and servitude of the English Church. No archbishop could function · 
1 
without first having received the 1pallium1 from the hands of the Pope. 
The Popes further kept a Cheek on the English Church through its legates 
who controlled the ordinary course of the Eng~ish government, directed 
the~r foreign politics, constantly.reminded the people of the Pope's 
"' spiritual sovereignty and travelled practically all over Europe selling 
indulgences. The ecclesiastical courts are reported to be the foremost 
evils of the religious abuses - - they summoned the laity and clergy before 
them on disciplinary and morality counts. The intrusion into all con-
ditions of the peoples' private lives b.r the ecclesiastical law,yers 
resulted in a humiliating and fearful existence for them. 
The shift of the Papal Home from Rome to Avignon in 1309-1377 
~ave still niore force to the general papal resentment • The monks who 
libid., p. 212, "From at least the first half of the fifth cen-
tury, and perhaps earlier, what was -known as the pallium was regarded 
as a badge of the bishop's office • • • Some time after the fifth 
century, in the West the . pallium came to be regarded as part of the 
garb of the Popes and the Pope granted it to bishops as a symbol of his 
approval of their election and therefore of his authority over them. 
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were chiefly dependent upon the authority of the Popes likewise earned 
the disrespect and ill-will of the English people. The accumulated 
wealth resulting from endowments afforded the monks opportunity for 
increased leisure time causing them to lapse into idleness, neglect and 
general degeneration in all respects. 
It is hardlY conceivable that aqy nation would not rebel against 
this moral corruption and acute dictatorship which was actu~ based on 
the authority of a political and territorial sovereign whose system. of 
the Fatherhood of all men was not re~ spiritual but a hi~ organized 
temporal, legal and administrative business. 
The reformative attitude toward the music of the church in the 
Western world as being too difficult, tedious and incompatible with the 
rising desire for self-expression is justifiable in several directions. 
The traditions of ritual music emanated from the see of Rome, and after 
it was substantia.l:cy" proclaimed as pre-eminent over all others in Western 
Christendom, there began a systematic accumulation of chants and an order-
ing of the liturgy both responsibilities of which were zealously assumed 
by the Roman Popes. Singing schools were established to train the youth, 
who had dedicated their lives to the services of the church, in the 
proper and adequate rendition of liturgical music • In England song 
schools were founded and introduced into the abbeys, cathedrals and in 
the larger cities in imitation of the Roman Schola Cantorum. Colle-
giate churches were also founded which were supported b.r the wealt~ to 
sustain a magnificent and 'ideal type• of worship service for artistic 
appeal and personal gratification. The fact of special training schools 
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being established for intelligent and skillful performance of the church's 
music, implies that the laity's share in this would, eventually, be re-
stricted and limited. The early church had inherited the idea of •special 
choirs' for the rendition of the church's music from the Jewish Temple 
services. A legal restriction was placed on the laity's share in perform-
ing the musical portions of the liturgy as early as 343 A •. D. -381 A.D., 
by the Council of Laodicaea, which decreed that po singing should be done 
b.1 aqyone save b.Y those who have been appointed to do so. Further, it 
mentions the use of books, implying that books were not in general use, 
and in all probability, the average layman could not read. In the ninth 
century, the Ordinary of the Mass, Gloria, Kyrie, Agnu.s Dei, and Sanctus 
formerly sung by the people was taken over by the trained Schola, thus 
they became more elaborate in structure. 
While this development might seem to be an unfortunate situation, 
under certain extenuating circumstances, this seeming~ rash action was 
justifiable. Music, in its embryonic stage, at least, in the West, had 
to be provided the opportunity te grow first under strict patronage, 
through various stages of 'open freedom' and subsequent dec~. However, 
the church fathers, were not particularly concerned with the advancement 
of music as an art, as such, but more with the threat of its intrusion 
with its highly potent expressive power into the church that had to be 
securely harnessed in strict conformance to liturgical usages. 
The first problem presented in the effective use of music to 
adequately and permanently serve the church meant, also the first of 
the evolutionary processes that would create a difficult problem in the 
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growth of music as an independent art. Secondly, to find a simple system 
to record that which was joyously passed from one generation to another 
was the tedious and complicated problem that demanded the attention of the 
more advanced minds in the society of the Christian Church during the 
Middle Ages. Tonal utterances were natural, but a system of recording 
them had to be devised in order to facilitate transmission, retention and 
growth. In order to preserve its inheritanee of melodies and its newly 
created melodies the church had to sponsor and encourage the researches 
of its monks. Before arriving at s.ymbols that paralleled the specific 
tone produced, pitch, an early stage of notation mentioned as 'IEkphonetic' 
had first to be accomplished -- that which recorded direction and dis-
tances, thereafter, successive period& of neumatic notation, Latin letters, 
daseian, diastematic, had to be reached before the introduction of the 
modern Gregorian notation that employed the simple, compound, "strophici" 
2 
and liquescent neumes, on 4-line stave. 
1. SIMPLE · NEUMES 1 • 
Virga ,_ .Jl 
Punctum • ~ 
Podatus or Pes -~ _jJ 
Glivis r-
J) 
Torculus 
-·-·  
m __ 
1under the sponsorship of the church, the growth of music was 
directed only toward those stages that would not violate aqy of the 
church's concepts regarding the fine arts. This restricted attitude 
deferred a free and normal development of music. 
%ustave Reese, 2£• ill!•, P• 130-1. 
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The retention of this type of notation in this modern age, represents: 
the ultimate in the preservation of what was considered by the Church 
fathers of those elements that would make for pure devotional music and 
it disallowed aqy of the aspects of secular developments in music to 
enter the church's music. 
How could the laity keep abreast of this fluid state of the 
church's artistic progress in so far as the various t,ypes of notation 
are concerned -- constant findings, their classification and their codi-
ficatiop? How an accurate transmittal of the chant melodies could be 
made with the crude and indefinite system of 1Ekphonetic notation' was 
the responsibility of the clergymen and their students. The explanation 
of this problem will clear~ delineate the complications inherent in the 
church's music and wQy certain mental Qapabilities would be demanded for 
full comprehension. 
Gustave Reese states in simple terms how the singers were able to · 
read unfamiliar melodies in crude neumatic notation and how this abili~ 
necessar~ meant that they would have no difficulty in tracing certain 
characteristics which would relate them to the liturgy.1 
"The singers ~ew the neumatic language and the melodic 
repertor,y b.r heart which meant further advantages of 
knowing:"--
1. USAGE 
2. CONTEXT 
3. LITURGICAL TEX'.r, which, he says, were. certain 
contours of the neumes 
1austave Reese, Music in the Middle Ages, w. W. Norton and Co., 
Inc., New York, 1st Ed., 1940, p.-r14. 
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4. COMBINA'l'ION, particular 
5. PLACE, in the liturgy 
6. · IN'l'ERVAL, the determined interval was found by the structure 
of particular melodic patterns 
In all probability, the knowledge of Greek and Latin was an essential 
requirement of all churchmen; the neumative language was hypothetically 
thought to be based on the grammatical accents of Greek and Latin. Thus, 
it is plausible to assume that the singers, who were either trained monks 
or students knew Latin and Greek so well that they could make sight trans-
lations of the neumes with facility. On the other hand, how was it pos-
sible to memorize all of the melodic repertor,y with such neumatic reminders1 
allowing for a minimum of inaccuracies -- rote? The organization of the 
chlirch modes which are explained as the 11 tonal basis of the Gregorian 
2 
chant and of early music (till about 1600) in general, did not originate 
as an ordered S,Ystem for the classification and codification of the Grego-
rian Melodies until the eighth centur,y. Nevertheless, as was implied in 
the Harvard Dictionar,y, a modal system was in use whether organized or 
not. The knowledge of tre modal characteristics of these early melodies 
necessarily supplied one of the various short cuts in the retention of 
the storehouse of church melodies gathered variously from the s.ynagogues, 
temples, pagan and Christian folk-songs of the Eastern and Western world. 
lrbid., P• 132-33. ..L 
The circumflex .... , ( acute+grave) became the clivis 1\ 
The anticircuniflex V (gravet-acute) became the podatus V 
(Combined Accents) .JCl (acute+ grave 1-acute) became the porrectus t1 
. ~ (grave"'tacute+grave) became the torculus ~ 
\\' (grave-+grave+acute) became the scandicus J 
. _ . . ~... f acute +grave 1-grave) became the climacus /.. 
2WJ..llJ.. Apel, Harvard DictJ..onm of Music, Harvard University Press, 
Cambridge, Mass., 5th Ed., 1947, p. .-- . 
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The earliest singers, if entire~ ignorant of the tones of dis-dia 
pason of successive tetrachords (Greeks' Greater Perfect System, plus the 
added lower tone) recognized intervallic peculiarities of certain melodies 
not knowing whether they were built on a tone, semi-tone or quarter tone 
relationship; they would, further establish, by instinct, the sound of 
certain •neume groups 1 in accordance with visible distances; they would 
establish a particular sound to that which results from certain 1 ne1Ulle 
combinations, r related to intervallic distances but differing in that 
the combination defines a particular motive or figure which the singer 
has retained because of its uniqueness of sound and by the frequency of 
its occurrence and the repetitious singing thereof. 
The structural aspect of certain melodic patterns emerged, naturally 
out of these combinations -- a decided 'help in aiding a singer to reca11.1 
11The recurrence of formulas through-aut the old Gregorian repertoire made 
them, in the absence of accurate notation, valuable mnemonic aids in the 
mastering of the liturgical melodies." This was not always a dependable 
situation in that the number of patterns were limited and usually served 
as a basis for variation, the results of which meant new forms. Then, 
there was the pre-dilection on the part of certain national groups to 
prefer certain intervallic progressions which made retention easier.2 
The sheer recognition of the rise and fall of the melodies, (the no~ 
being the curve with the 1ke,yword accent, phraseological accent, at the 
and 
1Ibid., P• 169. 
2see Gustave Reese, · Music in the Middle S~es, 
Compaqy, Inc., New York, 1st Ed7,-x94o, p. 1 • W. W. Norton aJld 
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apex and thereafter the fall), of limited range lias a tremendous help, 
since the "entire ancient repertoire was based on a pentatonic ground-
1 
work." 
It was Reese's contention that the singers' ability to remember 
the melodies would, naturally, encompass for them the knowledge of maqy 
aspects of the formal structure of the liturgy. This will be discussed 
in a some detailed fashion in order to clearly trace the extent of the 
church musicians 1 responsibilities and the growing peripheral status of 
the lait,y in the matter. 
USAGE 
CONTEXT 
One of the first items of benefit afforded the 
singer, if he had thoroughlf memorized the chant 
melodies was a knowledge of where the melodies 
should appear in the order2of the Mass and the Divine or Canonical Hours. - The festival 
observances, more than like~ would offer the 
troublesome item in this matter, e.g., the Pro-
per of the Saints and the Common of the Saints, 
an exhaustive and active list, increased from 
time to time, especially during the Middle Ages. 
- takes into consideration the entire network or 
fabric of the Mass and Divine Hours, it thus, 
will be discussed in conjunction l·rl.th the litur-
gical text, melodic combinations, place, melodic 
patterns and the chant melodies belonging to the 
two services. 
This network or fabric, as has been implied, was 
immersed in a musical setting, the basis of which 
was referred to as the eight church modes. The 
earliest singers knew of no such ordered s.ystam, 
but were aware of the modal significance of color 
of the melodies on the basis of certain tonal 
arrangements. Singers in successive ages, be-
ginning with the eighth centur,r benefitted from 
the ~stem of church modes, but were obliged to 
familiarize themselves with some of their basic 
features, which follow, here, in chant form. 
1~. 2ii·' p. 157. 
2see Chapter One, p. 21, for the list of t he form of the Mass 
and Canonical Hours. 
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The church mdes were often referred to as the 1maneriae 1 in the 
Middle Ages because of a 'conjunct relationship 1 of the authentic and 
plagal mdes. I mention the word 'conjunct' because of the linking of a 
·authentic am plagal IOOde with a oollllOOn final or i"Dnic, but different 
dominants (5th above the final). This makes for the 'four-fold system' 
viewing the eighth modes in twin relationships. 
. . 
Authenbc: _9.H1Rli\N * 
EIGHT-CHURCH 1-WES 
1Maneriae 1 
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The necessity of identifYing the modes yielded several basic facts coa-
cerning their character. As can be observed on the chart, each mode has 
two influencing tones, the 'tonic or final' on which the melody usually 
ends am somtiDes begins, thus serving as possible cues for toode identi-
ficatio!l ani description, alii the 'dominant' variously termed as confi-
nalis, tenor affinalis or socialis (also, used "00 defiJJe the upper 4th), 1 
'Which, likewise serves mre frequently ard efficiently in IOOde identifi-
cation am description in that the option of endi~ a melody on the 
dominant starrls if the melody progresses and remairs in a high range, the 
dominant, likewise, can be used in pivotal or common tone transpositioll by 
becoming the 'final' or •tonic' of a new IOOde. These are basic rules mt 
to be considered as beitg without variation, however' because of frequent 
transposition from one or several mdes or to avoid the observance on the 
manuscripts of the use of chromaticism. The terms 'tonic, •final,' Domi-
nant, 'te:oor,' the singer further . relates to his performance of the Psal-
2 
IOOdic Melodies and Canticles accordi~ to prescribed formulas. 
A vague and possibly inaccurate placement of the chant melodies 
in their proper location of the Mass or Divine Hours, could be done on 
the basis of knowing what mode is usualJ.y employed in the melody. For an 
example, "All the Tracts belong either to the secom or eighth Ecclesi-
3 
astical M:ile, am by preference use the same melodies." A mre definite 
loustave Reese, ~. £!:!:., P• 152. 
2 
See Chapter Two, P• 32 
3peter Wagner, Introduction~ the .Gregoriaa Melodies, ihe .Plain-
song alXI Mediaeval bilsic Sociev, Lor.don, 2nd Ed., 1901, p. ~. 
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case is the association of 1:he style a:ril form of a chant melodr to a 
specific place, vhich oontinged not only upon the three general classir:t-
cation or:--
syllabic 
neumatic 
- the assignment of one tone or neume (or an occasional 
tw a!d mt mre than three) to each syllable of the 
text, e.g. Creed, Recitations, Sequences. 
- the frequent assignment of tvo sonetiliBS three 
neumes through-out the chant to. a syllable in the 
text. e.g. Introit, Communion. 
melismatic - tbe frequent assignment of several 'neumes 1 or 
1neume clusters' to a syllable in the text. e.g. 
Gradual, Alleluia, Offertor:y. 
but upon factors that would necessaril:y acoompaJS1 either of the above 
classificatiom :1 
1. PLACE The Mass or the Divine Office Hours, 
the only tw:> official services of the 
church, and the fUrther distinction of 
exactly vhere, in either of these tw 
services. 
2. DEGREE OF SOLEMNITY which refers 1D the occasion, whether 
the melody could be applied to either 
of the various conditions observed in 
the Easter Season, e.g., His sufferings, 
death, resurrection, or ascension, or 
vhether it can be applied, without 
ditficult:y, to an occasion consistent 
in Character, e.g. Christmas day, Ash 
Wednesday, etc. 
~·--
.3. ABILITY OF mE PERFORMAN~ 
lReese, .QE. Qll., p. 165. 
not so important as the tw preceding 
factors, but must be taken into con-
_sideration as tD whether the singers 
have facili -cy in sir.ging highly melis-
matic melodies and the ability to 
perform simple syllabic melodies. This 
factor is to be especially applied to 
single circumstances to be answered by 
a composer am arranger or chant melodies. 
4. SEASON 
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related to the second point, but 
more general in that a particular 
mood in a season is not considered. 
A season, however, can be considered 
with IDai\Y or simply one change in 
its particular character. e.g., 
The Lenten period is one of penitence 
and prayer beginning with Ash Wednes-
d~ through-out six Sundays, the peni-
tential character is intruded by a 
jqyous and festive celebration on 
the fourth Sunday, 11 Laetare. 11 How-
ever, Lent, is a part of the Easter 
season, the 8econd of the three 
seasons of the Church year - the 
first is the Christmas Season and 
third is the Pentecost Season. 
5. THE MELODIC STYLE REQUIRED 
IN THE SETTING OF A PARTICU-
LAR TEXT FOR A PARTICULAR 
PLACE IN THE LITURGY 
Certain psalms are used variously, as 
texts for any of the psalmodic melo-
dies, e.g., Introits, Graduals; Offer-
tories, Communions, etc., and the 
following example is given to show that 
the composers modified the style of 
melodies under such circumstances. 
The melodic style would necessarily 
depend upon several considerations -
the styles as mentioned on page eleven 
of this chapter,1the classification 
of the structure and the forms about 
to be discussed. 
lReese, Op. Cit., p. 169-70. Monostrophic--same melo~ employed 
for all other strophes, e.g. the ~ 
Po1ystrophic--melo~ normally changes 
for ever,r group of two lines, e.g., 
sequences. 
Commatic--no strophes or verses, but 
seet~ons of free composition, ever.r 
incise, half-phrase, phrase ~ have 
its special melodic design. e.g., 
Credo, Gloria in excelsis. 
The forms to which the chant melodies conform are: 
PSALMODIC MELODIES 
Introit 
Gradual. 
Tract 
Offertory 
CorimiUnion 
Post-Conmmnion 
RECITATIONS 
Epistles 
Lessons 
Gospel 
Sursum Corda 
Preface 
& 
Pater Noster 
Litarv 
BIBLICAL TEXT 
exclusive of Ps. 
Canticles 
Nunc Dimittis 
(Luke, II, 29) 
Benedicite omnia 
opera 
(Apocrypha, or 
Daniel UI, 57~ 
in the Vulgate) 
Magnificat 
(Luke I, 46) 
Benedictus Dominus 
Deus (Israel 
(Luke I, 68) 
FREE-COMPOSED 
Kyrie Eleison 
Gloria in eXcel-
sis Dee 
Credo 
Sanctus 
Benedictus qui 
venit 
Agnus Dei 
Biblical texts, particular~ the psalms, take precedence over any other 
t ext for the basis of the textual. material for the chant melodies ·of the 
Mass and Office Hours and these adhere to certain formulas called vari-
ouslr Tone Formulas or Psalm-Tone Formulaes, which are cast in either or 
1 
three structures, antiphonal, responsorial or direct, for the simple 
psalmoqy of the Office Hours or the more elaborate proper parts of the 
Mass; Introit, Communion, Gradual, Offertory, Alleluia and Tract. 
The Eight Tones of Psalms are sung with an antiphon appearing 
at the beginning with its first word or first two words, called an 'inci-
pit' and in its complete for.m at the end. This antiphon determines the 
psalm-tone to be used, corresponding in mode, and the ending, cadence 
or termination which could be a single or varied ending depending on the 
2 
mode used. The second, fifth and sixth Tones have a single finaJ. 
lsee Chapter ~o, p.37 for a discussion as to the origin of these 
styles. 2Reese, QE• Cit., p. 174. 






for the purpose of linking u~ psalm-verses chanted to •Tones• with 
antiphons that fit ted into definite scales." 
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The hymns of the Mass, sequences, ~ntroduced the structural 
aspects that allowed for the inevitable secular influences to reach the 
internal structure of the Liturgy: 
21. use of folk melodies that could be recognized 
2. rhythmic verse based on word-accent 
3. accentuation of melodic line relatively fre.e from that 
of the text 
4. melodic line accentuation strictly adhered to the tonic 
accents of the first stanza 
. 3 5. use of the strophic forms 
The tropes, which could be considered the spiritual ancestors 
of the earlier polyphonic forms in that the purposeful interpolation 
into the immutable tradition of the Gregorian Chant satisfied, tempo-
rarily the insatiable trends in human endeavors • The tropes were never 
allowed to become a tradition in the music of the Liturgy, but were 
frequently found sandwiched in between traditional texts of ~ies, 
Glorias, Introits and even Epistles. The sequences and the tropes are 
to be considered as the earliest forerunners of the many-voiced, or 
polyphonic, music, a decided secular impulse at work which, for its 
perfection demanded the work of expert composers all over the Western 
1See Chapter One, p.21 for the occasions on which the sequences 
are used. 
2Reese, 2.£• ~., p.l84. 
3see page 12f of this chapter for description of strophic forms. 
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world, Palestrina in Italy, Vittoria in Spain, di Lasso in the Nether-
lands or Gennany and Thomas Tallis and William Byrd in England. The 
extra-liturgical polyphonic form, the motet, which came to occup,y an 
official position in the performance of the Roman Liturgy merged from 
the simpler conductus and clausulae to develop as a highly complicated 
and varied polyphonic form, whose labyrinth of elaborate construction 
and demands of skill from performers stupified the ignorant lait,y and 
most likely, affected the real cause in the revolt against the prevail-
ing church music of the time. 
The discussion here, though bearing seeming irrevelance, is used, 
particularly, to convey the tremendous responsibilities in performing 
the music of the church from the earliest times until the Protestant 
Revolt and secondly, to bear out Gustave Reese's implication, that by 
merely knowing tl1e 'chant melodies of the liturgy by heart,' the singer 
would of necessity know the over-all structure and context of the Liturgy. 
The discussion further is justified in substantiating the claim of the 
people, that the music was of such a foreign and objective nature that 
they were . entirely 1left out' in making the personal emotional appeals 
that are necessary for salvation and worship. The comple.rlt ies offered 
by the various books which were printed in the later Middle Ages to per-
form the services are not mentioned, but could likewise, prove the steady 
growth of a professional .ecclesiastical music. 
Added to the encroaching devices consistently practiced qy the 
papacy in Western Christendom and the highly intellectualized music of 
the Church is the historical fact that from about 500 A.D. to about 1500 
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A.D., Western Europe was bus,y in tone and temper assimilating, develop-
ing and codifying various ·elements of the Eastern and Western world to 
form a definite, yet plastic culture. The patristic stability of the 
Roman Church during the barbaric invasions and subsequently through the 
Romanesque and Gothic Ages was to. be threatened and toppled by the grow-
ing and teeming secular interests of the populace and the dramatic return 
of pagan culture which outlined the trend of learning in the newly found 
universities and schools. The awe of the papacy's existence was to be 
broken as a spell by this revival of learning. Various individual. per-
sonalities availed themselves of making personal interpretations of the 
spiritual heritage of man which constituted the strongest and most 
potent Protestant Revolt from the hiearehical position of the Roman 
Popes. England's John Wyelif, referred to as the 'Morning star of the 
Reformation,' attacked various doctrines of the Medieval Church: Among 
them -
denied the dogma of Transubstantiation 
denounced liturgical punctiliousness 
Hu:Ldreich Zwingli, in the sixteenth century, ttstressed the authority of 
the Scriptures and soon began denouncing whatever in the old faith was 
not express~ warranted in them.1 John Calvin further advocated the 
concepts of the transcendal power of God over all aspects of human life 
and along with Wyclif's platform stressed the sole authority of the HolT 
Scriptures but added the predestined plan of man's existence and put a 
~enneth Scott Latourette,! Histo!Y ~Christiani~, Harper and 
Brothers, . New York, 1953, 1st Ed., P• ?01. 
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'dead lock' on the progress of church music b,y permitting nothing but 
the versification of only the Psalms to simple and plain melodies in 
Switzerland, France, the Low Countries, and Great Britain. Martin 
Luther strong~ advocated .the universal priesthood of man and the justi-
fication b,y faith theocy and reorganized. the music of the Mass with 
particular emphasis on congregational . singing of familiar texts which 
expressed the common experiences of life aJJ. of .which were encased in 
familiar verse-forms, stanzaic in structure and with po~strophl.c 
structure, initiating the "Christian hymno~ movement" which took root 
in Scotland but was del~ed qy the 'Calvinist refugees settling back in 
England after the death of "bloody' Mary" in 1558. 
Thus, with the extreme mental activit.y of these outstanding men 
and others together with the progressive activities in the field of 
science, there came release from same of man's archaic beliefs and 
practices. 
The third circumstance is the chaotic onslaught of plundering 
and warring English tribes into Britain beginning in 449 A.D., -- Angles, 
Saxons, Jutes, Danes, all decided:cy' alien to a:ny facet of Christianity 
and destined to fuse their bloods and become striking~ opposed character-
isticaJ.Jy to the conquered Celts and other nations • They 'brought despair 
and terror to the fleeing Christianized Celts who settled in Armorica, 
(Brittany), Wales, Cornwall, Strathc~de and the Highlands of Scotland. 
These rough and coarse invaders became the ancestors of the English 
nation. It is fo~ to believe that they would be content in wearing 
the vassal's yoke of any nation in complete and unquestioned obeisance 
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without periods of rebellion. It is true that these illiterate north-
men ravaged the Greek and Roman cultures and pillaged every vestige of 
civilization, yet, after a time, they settled down in their respective 
new homes and with disarming rudeness brought essential elements of 
freshness and vitalit,y to a somewhat unrealistic and impractical exis-
tence. A futile detention of the progress of the Christian religion was 
dimly perceptible but not outright prostituted toward complete destruc-
tion. Augustine and his part,y were allowed to introduce Romanized 
Christianit,y and the traditions of its ritual into Kent in 597 A.D. 
Their relative success was half insured qy the conversion of the king1 
AEthelbert. Of the Roman elements that were introduced at this time, 
the following are most important;--the English nation made use of the 
Roman calendar as a basis for their calendar, The Roman Canon and conse-
cration of the Mass was adopted w.i thout modification. The Ord.inaly 
portions of t he Roman Mass was adopted for the same purposes in the 
various English liturgies described as "uses." The arrangement of the 
Roman Collects, Epistles, Gospels and Lessons were closely observed 
for guidance in formulating for similar portions in the English 11uses, n 
hol'~ever, they varied their order according to arrangement and festival 
observances of native origin. The theoretical system of t he eight 
church mcxies and their use in chanting the musical portions of the Mass, 
1-1hich were all taken from the Roman cantilena, was carefully taught by 
James, the Deacon, which the English borrowed and used in their original 
form. The Roman system of ritual observances was not to be forced upon 
the new converts. Pope Gregory I had suggested to St. Augustine a plan 
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of toleration and flexible adjustment to the existing local liturgical 
customs. 
The Celts undoubte~ observed a Rite which was based on Gallic 
1 
and possibly Mozarabic elements, since there was frequent conmnmication 
between Britain and Gaul. st. Patrick is reported as having resided in 
Gaul under St. Germanus of Auxerre for thirty years before going to Ire-
land · around 440 A.D. The Celtic Liturgy was discarded in favor of the 
Roman Litl,ll"gy as a result of the conclusions of the Council of Whitby in 
2 664 A.D., a victar,y won by Wilfrith and the Council of Clovesho in 747 
A.D. 
Another barbarian king, Oswald of Northumbria, patronized the 
advancement of Christianity by requesting the evangelizing methods as 
practiced by Scottish missionaries which was fulfilled by the sending 
of Aidan. Aid in the unification and organization of the English Church 
was welcomed and encouraged by another Northumbrian king, Oswiu; this 
task was undertaken by Theodore of Tarsus and Hadrian in 668 A.D. 
Theodore created new dioceses, consecrated bishops, established a parish 
s.ystem and held s.ynods which allied the English Chnrch closer with that 
of Rome. Theodore is, thus referred to as the real organizer of the 
3. 
English Church. ·"About 680, John, Archicantor o:f the PapaJ. Chapel, 
1 
Rev. .Alfred Plummer, The. Churches, in Britain Be:fore A.D. 10001. Robt. Scott, 1911, P• 9. 
2Wilfrith made the :first attempt to control English ecclesiastical 
affairs by: invoking the appellate . jurisdiction of the Pope. 
%eese, 2£• ~., p. 122. 
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was sent to England by Pope Agatho to improve the practice ani through 
his instruction the monastery at Wearmouth became a renowned and authori-
tative center of plainchant activity." 
The great Danish king, Cnut, respected and glorified the Chris-
tian Church and under his special guidance the see of Canterbury gained 
1 special splendor from his policy regarding the different kingdoms under 
his dominion. It is to the credit of this genre of English kings, Alfred, 
Edward, the Elder, AEthelstan, Edgar and their clergymen, Dunstan, Pleg-
mund, Alcuin, Bede and AElfric who aided in the issuance of codes of 
ecclesiastical laws and the beginning of the independent position of the 
English Church. However, these kings planted the national impulse in 
the English church and the defini tiona of the Church 1 s struggles are to 
be defined in its entanglements with the kings and the papacy as attempts 
at nationalistic expression, mich was eventua.J.:cy' won by an English 
king. 
Gradually these national. tendencies began to be asserted in the 
origin of various modifications of the ritual as was evidenced in the 
very earliest Christian era when several different sees emerged as 
being more important than others, thus their liturgical customs were 
di£f'used into the surrounding and neighboring coDillUilities. In England, 
as the ear~ missionaries would conclude their work of conversion in 
particular communities, expansion of the religious beliefs, ideas and 
practices took root. Crude houses of worship served as the forerunners 
of the great cathedrals, of the Middle Ages. The Roman ritual system 
was, natur~, modified b.1 elaboration or qy the introduction of new 
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rites in accordance with the conventions and limitations of the communi-
ties. The various diversities in the singing and the arrangement of the 
ritual ceremonies came to be distinguishing factors in the worship of 
different and the same diocese. The lack of definiteness and order in 
liturgical practices as found in the various leading churches that 
emerged led such leading churches to organize their services into defi-
nite arrangements, a practice to which all other churches conformed. 
This accounts for the thirteenth century term "Diocesan Use" which grew 
out of these orders of services sanctioned by the bishops in the various 
leading cathedrals. As can be readily assumed various 11uses1t gradually 
took precedence over others: Sarum, York, Hereford, Lincoln and Bangor. 
The history and diffusion of these "uses,n so Francis, Proctor says is 
1 - 2 
obscure. The see of Salisbury and its 1Sarum Use' eventually served 
as the leading and most influential use. In 15421 'the Comrocation of 
Canterbury Adopted it for saying the Hour Service through-out the 
Southern province.3 Bishop Osmund, 1075, worked with the liturgical 
arrangement of the Sarum Use and Richard Poore, first Dean and later 
as bishop at New Sarum, continued, at the beginning of the thirteenth 
centur,y, Bishop Osmund's work by improving the constitutional legis-
lation and making additions to the Liturgy. The origin of the liturgical. 
1Fr~cis Procter, A New Histo;y of the Book of Common Pr5rer, 
Revised and rewti~,ten by Wattier H. Frere;J.~, _Maelniilan ana. Company, 
Ltd., London, p •. -,., _ _ 
2 Sarum, a Latin term for Salisbur,y. 
3Ibid., P• -15 
-
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reforms as laid down in the English Prayer Books, 1.549, 1.5.52, and 1662 
by Bishop Cranmer and other reformers are to be traced from the source 
of the Sarum Liturgy. 
The initiation of reformative impulses was yet to be clearly 
defined - beginning with Edward, the Confessor when the national charac-
ter of the church was weakened by the replacement of the native bishops 
qy Norman and Lotharingian bishops thereby establishing greater depen-
dence on the Roman pope -- a custom that was traditional for the French-
men. Foreign practices became the vogue in ecclesiastical administra-
tion -- bishops nominated by king now going, for the first time, to Rore 
.for confirmation, and the Roman court claiming to have the right to 
reject a royal nomination. 
The Norman Conquest, 1066, o.f William I, is reported as being 
the first real antecedent of the English Reformation, however, the 
administrative policy of William. affords him half credit on both sides 
of the argument. William, it is said, "had power given the Pope --, a 
strong claim on his obedience at a time when the papal power was advanc-
ing rapidly under Gregory V:o:, nevertheless, William, succeeded in using 
the papal pretensions to strengthen his hold on England, and in dis-
. . 
regarding them when they threatened to weaken his absolute sovereign~ 
in Church and State. Yet, he crushed the strongest element of national 
resistance. 
The struggles: of the English kings and the English church for 
independ~nce became stronger atter the Conquest with each successive 
reign. The church found itself fighting for an independent existence 
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under the tyrannical and politic~ ambitious aims of William Rufus 
and Henr.y II, who, by the Constitutions of Clarendon, 1194, t ried to 
forestall_ ~d check the papal prerogatives. · The vassalage of John under 
the Pope brought the Church under complete subjugation to Rome. It was 
at this time that the Great Charter was composed, taken from the demands 
found in the charter of Henry I. The Great Charter confirmed and intro-
duced the point that "the English Church should be free and should enjoy 
its ,ru11 rights and liberties. 11 The papal taxation was especially re-
sented during the obvious alignment of the Popes with the French, 1309-
1377, the confirmed eneiey' of the English at this time. 
Edward I tried with the Statute of Mortmain, to prevent all the 
landed property of the kingdom from being exclusiv~ owneq b,r the Church. 
1 Edward III issued the dispose of the revenues; of English cures • Edward 
and Par]J.ament by the Provisors, 1351, tried to stop the system of Papal 
2 -
Provisions by making them illegal. Richard II re-enacted this Statute 
in 1390, however, the Pope and the King worke.d together to evade this 
law. 
Richard II made stronger efforts to reduce the administrative 
power of the Popes in England by passing the Statute of Praemunire in 
1393, but it likewise failed. 
It remained for the · illustrious Tudor ki.ng, Henry VIII, to add 
to and to implement these introductor.y matt~s of tension and unrest in 
the English Church and bring about the national 'Anglican Church • and its 
unique services. 
T S . . iEde:ar Legare PeDm,..IJ!:ton, The Church of England and the Reformatioa. he anze rress -~ton ~~~z: - - - -- -.....;.=;..;;;;;;:;;;.;;;;;;;.;;.;;:::, 
M b - S_,. cL• Ollard_., 'A Dictionary of English Church Histocy:, A. R. 01-r ray ana ompaey, Lt~. P• 440. - ------ --- ____ ...
, 
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CHAPI'ER THREE 
ANGLICAN LITURGICAL MUSIC FROM 1509 TO 1547 
The personalities of the Tudor sovereigns (1509-1603) in England 
provided the nuclear religious and political policies to be successive~ 
developed and established in England's modern era. 
The break or 'breach' with papal temporal and spiritual preroga-
tives in England was affected by the second of the Tutor kings, Hei117 
VIII, 1491-1547. The retention of the Roman ritualistic splendor and a 
basic outline of its liturgical observances was decreed by the fifth and 
last of the Tudor sovereigns, Elizabeth I, 15~3-1603. 
All of the credit, if it can be termed so, cannot rest entirely 
1 
on the aggressiveness of the Tudors' reign. The decisive steps, how-
ever, toward the enactment of an English Reformation were dramatically 
initiated by them. 
The claim and decree of Henr.y VIII as being "in terra supremum 
caput Anglicanae ecclesiae," (supreme head on earth of the English Church) 
which resulted in the Pope's name being deleted from all the service-
2 
books, constituted the official breach with Rome. 
lsee Chapter Two for the summary of the antecedent causes of the 
English Reformation. 
2Note: the webbed consequences of Henry's marital problems 1dth 
Catherine of Aragon and the subsequent marriage to Azme Boleyn, though 
offering the prime source of the break with Rome, will not be discussed, 
in that the situation had no outstanding immediate affect on the tra-
ditional liturgy and music of the church. 
1 
The first step toward liturgical reformation according to 
Francis Proctor2 was an enactment of Convocation in 1542 and 1543 in 
~hich Thomas Cranmer, appointed Archbishop in 1532, had successively 
proposed first, to improve the service-books and to discontinue 'the 
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dressing of images and setting up lighted candles before them' and 
secondly in 1543, Cranmer stated that it was the king 8s wish that more 
revisions be made in the service-books - this to be done by a special. 
appointed committee. It was then, ordered 'that every Sunday and Holy 
Day throughout the year the curate of every parish church, after the Te 
Deum and Magnificat should opency read unto the people one chapter of 
the New Testament in English without exposition and when the New Testa-
ment was read over, then to begin the Old Testament. • 
The issuance of an English version of the Litaqy in 1544, decreed 
- 3 
by Henry in a letter on August 20, 1543 but actu~ composed by Cranmer 
constituted the most important protest against the Roman Catholic ritual 
music during Henr.y 1s reign. Concerning his work >vith the Lita~ Cranmer 
wrote - " • • • , the song that should be made thereunto would not be full 
1A scholarly and summary statement in defining the English Refor-
mation is offered by Rev. John Jebb, A.M. in - The Choral Service of the 
United Church of England and Ireland, John w. Parker, West Strand,Loiid.On, 
1843, p. 74. Hthe Reformation from the grossest error and abuse to primi-
tive integrity, was a work undertaken by the most learned of her Clergy, 
perfected by her ecclesiastical councils, and fortified by the approval 
and authority of the civil power." 
2Francis Procter, M.s., !~~History£!:~ Book of Common Prayer, 
Ma.cmillan .. and Co., Ltd., St. Martm 1s Street, London., 192), revised and 
rewritten by Walter_ Howard Frere, M.A., p. 18. 
3oliver struDk:, Source .Readings in Music History;, W. W. Norton and 
Gompaqy, Inc., New York, 1950, lsi Ed., p; 356. 
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of notes, but, as near as may be, for every sylla1:il.e a note, so that it 
may be sung distinctly and devoutly as be in the matins and evensong 
Venite, the hymns • II • • 
The present ~ English Litaqy is basically the adaptation of 
. 
Cranmer's Lita:ey, 1544, the modification being the use of two melodies, 
originating from the earliest settings, elaboratel,y composed from 110 
Christ, hear us, and the formula of the suffrages. 
The Litany appears to have interested Thomas Tallis, William Byrd 
and others in that several elaborate or harmonized set tings have been made 
of it, several examples of which will be discussed in the subsequent 
chapters. 
These and other reforms, particularly the diss.olution of the monas-
teries, 1530-1540, initiated or passed by Henry VIII gave not the slightest 
hint to him that he was actually founding a Protestant Church. It is com-
mon knowledge that Henr,y professed strict allegiance to the Catholic faith, 
including the drama of its liturgy. Henry was proud of his title, 'Defen-
der of: the faith,' which he earned by open:cy and sincerely denouncing the 
views of Martin Luther • 
The Roman Catholic ritual in the guise of: the 1Sarum Use' (the 
rise of: which was mentioned in Chapter Two) was supreme in the English 
realm at this period. The Divine Hours and the Mass according to the 
.. 1 
Sarum Rite was practiced in the majority of the thirteen cathedra:ls 
remodelled by Henr.y VIII. 
lcanterbury, Durham, WinChester, Ely, Oxford, Worcester, Bristol, 
Chester, Gloucester, Norwich, Peterborough, Rochester, Carlisle. 
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Psalter could be resumed; it still ranked as an offshoot of the Roman 
Catholic Breviary. 
The Sarum Gradual, the book in which the musical parts of the 
Mass are found, bears a closer affinity with the Catholic Mass in that 
a minimum of revisions were needed to fit the various local uses. In a 
1 
dissertation Walter Howard Frere states that in the growth of the Tempo-
rale, Sanctorale and Commune Sanctorum, 
"the Sarum Gradual is in its contents marveUous:cy- the same 
as the first Antiphonale, which came with St. Gregory's mission 
to England; and st. Augustine, could he have come to life in the 
sixteenth century, and been given the latest Sarum Gradual frau 
the Paris press, would probably have had some difficulty in find-
ing his place, and greater difficulty in following the Guidonian 
notation •• •" 
Frere, however, qualifies this matter by stating that the method of per-
forming the musical items of the Mass changed considerably throughout the 
ages; his thesis is based chiefly on liturgical matters. 
phonale 
London, 
The form of the Sarum Mass appears thus: 
(a) The Preparation, 2said by the celebrant in the vestr,y. It consisted of: 
1. Veni Creator 
2. A. collect 
3. Psalm 43 
4. A litany for purity of intention 
5. Pater Noster. 
i!Thi s section was the private concern of the celebrant • 
4:tai ter Howar~ Frere, The ~arum Grad';lal -~ ~ Gregorian ~­
Missarum, Pla~nsong and Mecu.eval Soc~ety, p. x:xxi. 
2c. Henry Phillips, 'tl:l~-.... §~:i:,P.gj.pg,,, ,gjl~~p., Faber and Faber, Ltd., 
1943, p. 20-22. . . 
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(b) The INTROIT, sung by the choir as the celebrant proceeded 
to the altar. During the singing of the 
celebrant and his deacons said the mutual. 
confession and absolution, still used in many 
churches today, and performed the preliminary 
censing of the altar. 
(c) ~ie Eleison, sung by the choir antiphonally 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
(h) 
Gloria in excelsis, sung by the choir and people 
The Mutual Salutation y. The L_ord be with you. ~And with 
thy spirit) and the coll.ect for the day. To-
day the collect for the reigning sovereign is 
inserted here 
The Epistle 
The Gradual, followed by the Alleluia and Sequence, or in 
penitential seasons by the TRACT. These were 
sung by the choir. 
The Gospel 
(i) The Offertory, sung by the choir during the offertory o£ 
bread, wine, water and alms. 
This ends the first section of the service. The ANAPHORA, 
follows: 
(j) Sursmn Corda and Preface, leading to 
(k) Sanctus, sung by the choir 
(1) The Canon, a long prayer consisting of: 
1. Intercession 
2. The Consecration, including the words of institution. 
3. The Oblation or offering of the alms, the consecrated 
elements and of 'ourselves, our souls and bodies. t 
4. Pater Noster, said by all together. 
(m) Agnus Dei, sung by the choir 
(n) The Commixture and the giving of the Pax:. 
(o) Prayers at the Reception 
(p) The Connnunio Anthem, sung by the choir 
( q) The Post-Communio 
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(r) The Dismissal (y. Ite missa est. R/ • Benedicamus Domino.) 
(s) Closing Prayers and the Last Gospel said on the way back to 
the vestry. 
The Proper parts of the Sarum Mass were performed in much the 
same manner as discussed in Chapter Two. The Gloria in excelsis, Nicene 
Creed Canticles were set usually to one melodic strain with occasional 
variations, however, from the tenth to the eleventh centuries, most of 
the Ordinary of the Mass, particularly the Gloria in excelsis and JWrie, 
were troped by composers. The Sarwm books, however, carried and sustained 
only nine farsed ~ies called by the farsing portion, e.g., KYRIE rex 
splendens coeli arce salve et clemens plebi tuae semper ELEISON, till the 
Reformation and one farsed Gloria. No trace of the farsing of the Sanctus 
and Agnus Dei were survived in the Sarum books. 
In viewing the several varieties of the intonations for the Gloria 
in excelsis and Credo as found in Dickinson's Sarum Missal, the Liber 
1 
Usualis and the K'yriale striking similarities in melodic structure and 
in the style of the three different services will be immediately observed. 
. I,(· 
The system of chanting will ldifferent, however, for the Sa.rum Use, the 
advantages of the Benedictine editing has been employed in the Liber 
Usualis and to some extent in the KyriaJ.e. 
lFrancisci H. Dickinson, Sarum MissaJ.e ad usum, Veneunt Apud s. 
Parker+ Soc., 1861, - .1583, London, p. 588 
-b/ Liber Usualis, Benedictines of Solesmes, Desclee + Cie J. 
Fischer Bros., N. Y. 
c/ The Kyrial -Winfred Douglass, H. w. Gray Co., Inc. 
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1 
The Tudor Church Music Series, Volume I, carries an introductor.y section 
on the notation of this period and ! Plain and Easy Introduction to ~-
2 
tical Music by Thomas Morley is concerned in detail with the theo:cy 
involving the notation in the sixteenth century. 
In the earlY fifteenth century the simple plainsong treatment of 
the Ordinary portions of the Mass were abandoned for elaborate polyphonic 
treatment and were combined into what was called the cyclic Mass intro-
ducing a complex and complicated system of notation called 'white mensural 
notation' -- the metrical values of which came to be the Brevis, B, and 
the Longa, L. 
Debatable questions such as the modern equivalents for the 
mensural notes are to be considered as somewhat of a hindrance to com-
plete understanding. This situation was made more difficult for research-
ers qy the composers, themselves. The Flemish masters emplqyed so maqy 
tricks or riddles in their notation that irritated the performers and 
transcribers • 
In reference to Collins' 10 Quam Suavis,• a definite understand-
ing of contrapuntal music histo~, facility in its practical use and an 
original ·cop,y of this antique Mass is needed to actua~ outline a sin-
cere and scholarly critical approach to Collins' work. 
l .g. B. Collins, 0 Quam Suavis, Plainsong and Mediaev.&J.. Music. "Sociecy-1 Burnham, 1927~ ~ - - . 
2 
Thomas Morley, ! Plain and~ Introduction to Practical Music, 
J. M. Dent and Sons, Ltd., edi'Ee'O'Sy~.A!ec Harman, l~O. 
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He intimates that the original manuscript of the 0 Quam was 
v1I'i tten in slow triple time, which was not exact~ an ideal rhythmic 
frame for effective imitation. A few examples of imitation, however, 
are referred to by Collins. 
Whether the discussion of the use of imitative devices used in 
this Mass is of paramount interest or whether Collin's labelling of the 
climax at 1non erit finis' as being a device to be appreciated for its 
progressiveness (pre-dating the methods of Palestrina's) appears to be 
practic~ unimportant, since during this period of mensural notation, 
c. 1450-1600, the fugal device of canon did appear frequent~ in effec-
tive but complicated guises termed 'riddle canons. t No special concern 
was given to assigning particular laurels to any one composer for skill 
in these inventions. 
Collins mentions the use of a certain type of counterpoint to 
avoid the repetition of certain words, though not a study in contra-
puntal technique, it might have clarified the situation if that type of 
counterpoint would have been mentioned. The statement, immediately 
following, "but one syllable of the text could carry a quite indefinite 
number of notes, as in the case of the mEre elaborate Plainchant melo-
dies," yields no light on the subject, it rather, brings to mind the 
-
duplum notation of the organa dupla. It is, however, reported that the 
significance of Masses of this 4YPe is •structural,' not contrapuntal, 
for not being sung continuously, they are general~ reserved for places 
where all the other voices are singing and a climax is being worked up. 
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Collin's introductor,r statements describes this Mass as typical 
of the early Tudor Masses. The five voice parts being a fashionable 
texture used by English composers. 
The cyclic plan seems to indicate a juxtaposition of the two 
- 1 
unifying devices for the movements mentioned by Bukofzer. 
1. "the use of a brief characteristic motive in one or 
more voices which recurs at the beginning of each 
movement in the same or only slight~ varied fonn. 
and thus serves as a motto for the entire cycle--
motto beginnings, affect only the first few measures 
and have no influence on the further course and 
structure of the composition. 
Fitting this explanation to that of Collin's in describing the structure 
of the 10 Quam --
"it should be noticed, too, that each movement of the 
.Mass opens in the same w~, the music of the first 
few bars being identical, and that the same scheme 
of contrasting the whole boqy of voices :ln some 
sections with smaller groups in others prevails like-
wise in each movement." 
This is not a strict adherence to the motto-device, but enough of the 
essential features are present to relate its usage as similar. 
Bukofzer goes on to explain a second device used in the unifi-
cation of the movements --
11 the composer may employ a borrowed cantua firmus in the 
_tenor which underlies all movements as a structural voice 
and thus serves as a more unifying factor than the motto" 
The plainchant Canto Fermo is described by Collins is employed as long 
notes but appear only in the principal sections of the Mass where all 
. ~anfred Bukofzer, Studies in Mediaeval am Renaissance Music 1 
W. W. Norton and Company, New York, I9.5o, 1st Ed., P• 45. 
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the voices are used. Still, the canto fermo serves as a structural 
support. 
The point of a combination of the two unifying devices emplqyed 
in the '0 Quam Suavis 1 Mass, explained by Bukofzer as the structural. 
theory behind the cyclic Mass, though not in strict adherence, is carried 
for the basic outlining structure of this Tudor Mass. 
It is interesting to note that the general features of composition 
employed in this Mass such as: 'the traditional method of word-underl~­
ing (not fully explained by Collins), long stretches of melody, broken 
by frequent rests (hockets) and that in aJ.l these larger Masses th~ Kyrie 
was omitted (used on greater feasts with a variable trope) and the omis-
sion of ET IN SPIRITUM SANCTUM in the Credo. It is suggested that Dun-
stable, probablY initiated the vogue of omitting certain clauses of the 
Credo, which continued until around ca. 1572 with Christopher Tye,. 
Which clauses to omit were not a uniform practice as each composer made 
his individual choice, in this case, NON ERIT FINIS and ET EXSPECTO. 
During Henry VITI 1s reign it became customary to omit, NON ERIT 
FINIS and 'writing a final section beginning either at ET EXSPECTO or at 
El' VITAM. 
The history of the borrowed plainsong, 10 Quam Suavis,' of the 
- 1 -
Mass more or less bears out Manfred Bukofzer•s statement that the histor,y 
of English Medieval music cannot be studied without first having studied 
the Sarum books • 
1 2£· ~., p. 18. 
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division, occur between two breves, the first breve remains 
perfect, and the second semi-breve is doubled, thus (B S S B 
This he says, is to be confined to Pe rfect 'rime . The 
quest ion ar ises if the combination, B S S B can be co ns ide red 
1 
as Perfect Time? Apel points out that his combination 
invariab~y calls for alteration, meaning that for imperfec-
tion , a punctus divisionis is needed, the absence of which 
called for a doubling of the value of the second of the two 
equal notes as Coll in's stated, however, it is , i n this case , 
to be considered a vestige of an antique rule respected prior 
to the sixteenth century . With the sixteenth century, the 
punctus div isionis should be placed after t he triple measure 
immediately preceding the equal notes. collins does not use 
the Point of Perfection in the example that he considers as 
being correct. 
This is attaching importance to a minor situation, how-
ever, it can be used to support the case that the notation of 
these old compositions cannot be reduced to one static modern 
transcription owing to the various solutions to 'rhythmic 
riddles' and to equivocal arguments as to the durational value 
of the notes . 
Op. Cit., pp. 107, 111-2. 
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1 
.Apel states that "toward the end of the fourteenth century 
musical notation far exceeds its natural limitations as a servant to 
music, but rather becomes its master, a goal in itself and an arena for 
intellectual sophistries." 
.As to the theory involving the harmonic texture of the Mass, 
Collins is satisfied only in the mentioning of the frequent occurrence 
of 4ths, 7ths, 9ths and the resolution of the major 6th down to the 5th. 
The value and accuracy of Collin 1 s work has to be measured and 
determined by an expert in notation. 
The injunction of Archbishop Cranmer against florid settings of 
the words of the Office and Mass, viz., the excessive practice of com-
posers in setting over-elaborate and long florid passages to single syl-
lables and using the contrapuntal device of several voices proceeding 
independently and building up the harmonic texture of the whole by the 
interweaving of free significant meloqy. Cranmer decreed that the simple 
syllabic style, note for note, should be used. 
This rule was not totally respected during this period. It is 
said that only two out of the ten Communion services as found in the 
Bodleian manuscripts, Wanley part-books, were written in accordance with 
Cranmer's rule. 
The style of music composition in which the other eight settings 
were cast, then, conformed variously to that which is described in the 
1 9£• ~·, P• 403. 
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middl.e and late years of the fifteenth century as: formless, mechanical., 
rhythmically vivacious, poor in voice leading, ali of which result ed from 
the abandonment of the •tradition of the plainsong in long notes in a 
lower part' --- or, to the sixteenth century techniques of using five or 
six voice parts, poly-rhythmic treatment simultaneous:cy written in 
different parts with tentative imitation and loose structural development 
in the parts. 
Highly intellectualized and invo1 ved contrapuntal techniques was 
not to be counted among the accomplishments of tl:e English composers at 
this time. 
John Taverner, ca. 1495-1545, is mentioned as the most important 
and significant composers at this time. The Tudor Church Music compilers 
ranks Taverner's musical talents as a sort of 'yardstick' by which the 
work of his contemporaries could be measured: 
11He sums up all the qualities of his precursors and contempo-
raries, and expresses all their ideals." 
"Where they were bold, he is bolder." 
1 
"Where they were sld.lful, he shows more skill •• •" 
The specific characteristics of his writing are mentioned as: 
1. He can carry off long stretches of insignificant and 
charmless counterpoint by some brow-beating quality-
which belongs to the man and not to the material.. 
2. He frequently employs a long running phrase and con-
tinu~ deferring the accent. 
1 
Tudor Church Music, Oxford University Press, London, 1923, Vol. I, 
Part I, p_. :x:xiv .. 
3. He keeps repeating some fixed rhythmic figure until b,y 
force of repetition it dominants the fluctuating 
rhythms of the other voices. 
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4. He needed large forms, the six-part Masses are dimensional 
and musicallY his most important works. 
5. His most conspicuous trick is the sequence, commonly 
carried out by one part alone - threaded throughout the 
composition. 
6. His 'O Michael' Mass, is the most interesting - shows 
most -sharply and characteristical~ the various aspects 
of Taverner's style: e.g., at Qui tollis exemplifies 
strict canonic writing. 
at the second Agnu·s he exem-
plifies his command of 
technical resources. 
at Dona nobis pacem, he exem-
plifies his experimental 
diatonic clashes - a marked 1 feature of too part-writing. 
It is not the purpose of this section in the chapter to question 
the expert opinion of the compilers of the Tudor Church Music Series as 
their considerations are surely based on extensive study and comparative 
approach. However, in surveying the works of Taverner, it appeared that 
the same pre-dilection for scale passages, rhythmic and melodic sequences 
that frequently migrates from one voice to the other and which frequently 
'round off in opposite directions, the lack ·of interest ing development 
sections and the bountiful use of independent rhythmic schemes employed 
in all the voices, which incidentally is one of the unif'ying devices of 
his works, is evidenced in all of Taverner's works which bears out the 
claim that in the 0 Michael Mass, one will find a 'digest• of Taverner's 
stylistic features. 
l . ~., Vol. III, Part II, P• xii. 
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CHAPI'ER FOUR 
ANGLICAN SERVICE-MUSIC FROM 1547 TO 1553 
Henry VIII had initiated the decisive steps toward the initiation 
of a national church. He appointed an Archbishop, Cranmer, who imme-
diately set to work in designing a protestant doctrine, liturgy and simple 
musical formulae for this established national church. 
At the accession of Henr,y1 s nine-year old son, Edward VI, 1547-
1553, the course of the Anglican Church was firmly set by a Council of 
Regency whose policies were strongly protestant. Under these circum-
stances along with the aid of a Council of Bishops and outstanding reform-
ers from the Continent, Peter Martyr and Bucer, Archbishop ~anmer 1 s 
reformative views were activated. 
The suggestion by Cranmer that simple musical settings (note for 
each syllable of the text) be the guiding principle for the revised 
services of the English Church, was stric~ respected b,y musicians 
during this Edwardian period which is the concern of this particular 
1 
chapter. 
At the outset, the period begins with certain consistent and 
successive liturgical reforms of particular importance to the musicians. 
10n AprU 14, 1548, the issuance of Royal Injunctions concerning 
the music of the English Church. made the syllabic settings a definite 
ruling. It read, 1they shall from henceforth sing or say no anthem of 
our Lady or other Sru.nts, but only of our Lord, and them not in Latin; 
but choosing out the best and most sounding to Christian religion they 
shall turn the same into English, setting thereunto a plain and distinct 
note for every syllable one; they shall sing them and none other • 

3. Capitulum or Chapter, varying, am Resporee, Deo Gratias 
4. Hymn, varying, and its Versicle 
5. Be:nedictus with varyi~ antiph~n 
6. Collect, varying, preceded on occasion by Suffrages 
7. Memrials, varying on occasion 
EVENSONG OR VESPEBS 
1. Private prayers atrl introduction 
2. Five Psalms, in course, with varying antiphons 
3. Chapter, Varying 
4. Respond, varying, but used. on Great occasi ons only 
5. Hymn, varying, am its Versicle 
6. Magnificat with varying antiphon 
7. End as at Lauds, Nos. six and seven 
PRIME 
1. Private prayers and Introduction 
2, Hymn, fixed 
3. Psalms, fixed, with varying antiphon 
4. Quincunque vult, with antiphon (five alternatives) 
5. Chapter (three alternatives) 
6. Respom, fixed, but subject to slight rodifications 
7. Versicle, fixed 
s. Suffrages, and Collect (two alternatives) 
COMPLINE of the Sarum 1J~e 
1. Private prayers and introduction 
2. Four psalms, fixed with varying antiphon 
3. Chapter, fixed· 
4. Respond (two alternatives, and only in Lent) 
5. Hymn, varying, and Versicle, fixed 
6. Nunc dimittis, with varying antiphon 
7. Suffrages and fixed Collect 
S5 
The ear~ reformtive work of Archbishop Cranmer, before the 
publication of the First Prayer Book, was dona in the compression of the 
structure of these Hours into the follow~ patterJl for J;Drning Prayer 
am Evening Prayer, which differed, however, from Morning Prayer in that 
two lessons instead of three were used, after which the Magnificat 
(vesper canticle) followed, next the .Collect and the end. 
Early Structure of Cranmer's Mornix:g am Evening Prayer Services1 
1. The Iord's Prayer in English said aloud, with the rest 
of the introduction 
1 . . Francis Proctor, .9J2. ill•, p. 3 56. 
2. Hymn 
3. Three psalms, each with Gloria, but no Venita 
4. The Lord 1 s Prayer aloud 
5. Three Lessons, llith introducmry blessi~ aril final close 
6. Te Dewa 
7. A Fourth Lesson, on occasions 
8. Benedic tus 
9. Collect 
10. (Quincunque wlt, llitb Suffrages on Sundays only) 
For the sake or establishing one uniform 1uset in the land 
(diverse singing continued, however) this general structure lias incorpo-
rated in the First Prayer Book with the follolli~ modificatio~: 
1. the hymns were omitted, no English versions existed as yet 
2. the lessors were reduced to tw, without the introduction am 
closes; the consecutive reading · or the lessors vas brokn. 
by introducing the singi~ between them. 
3. The Gloria Patri atrl the Venite remaimd but the Ave Maria 
was omit ted 
4. Psalms were arranged to be s~ throug1l every 100nth im tead 
or there being certain services am the remaining Psalns 
to be sung through every week 
5. The Lectionary was reformd 
6. A simple Calerrlar was composed 
7. The Te Deum atii canticles remaimd 
s. Apostles' Creed was used daily 
9. St. Athanasius Creed was recitated on Greater Festivals 
10. Collects were takea from the Sarma Missal ard Breviat7 
A few m:>diticatioD9 lolere further mde in the Seoom Book of 
Common Prayer, 1552. 
1. Open~ sentences, Exhortation, Confession am Absolutio:a was 
prefixed, paralleling the structure of the Office ot Compline 
2. Jubilate, Cantata Domi:m a:a3 Deus Misereatur int:mduced as 
alternatives tD the Benedictus, Magnificat am Nunc Dimittis 
The fbll.owi:rg is a comparative table of the general development 
1 
of these structural changes for the English Services: 
MATTIE 
BREVIARY 1549 Prayer Book 
Introduction Introduc tio:a 
( mdified) 
Venita with Invitatory Venite (plain) 
Psal.Ins in course with Psalms in course, plaill 
1 or 3 
Nocturne antiphons 
or Groups an:l Lessons First lesson, plain 
of with Responds Te Dauu 
Te Deum on festi- or 
vals, and Versicle 
LAUDS 
Fixed psalms and 
canticle (on Sunday 
Benedicit~} with 
antiphoi:l.S 
Chapter 
Hymn and Versicle 
Benedictus with 
antiphon 
Suffrages on occasion, 
and 
Collect 
Memrials 
Benedicite, plaiB 
Secotil Lesson 
Benedictus, plain 
Suffrages (i!lcludirc 
Creed) and Collect 
Collects for Peace and 
Grace 
1552 Pray-er Book 
Sentences 
Ex:hortatioll 
Confession an:l Abso-
lutioll 
IntroduetioD 
Venite 
Psalms 
First lesson 
Te Deum 
or 
Benedieita 
Seoo:trl Lesson 
Benediotus or 
Jubilate 
Creed and Salutation 
Suffrages am Collect 
Collects for Peace and 
Grace 
*Added in 1661 Anthem 
Litany or five Prayers 
1 
.I:Q!g.' p. '3 57. 

ill English in the Royal Chapel on April n, 1547. 1he settings as foum 
in the 'Wanley' manuscripts were ready for use on the appointed day upon 
which the Book of Co1m00n Prayer was ordered to be used, June 9, 1549, Whit-
Sunday. 
The simple syllabic settings in the Wanley manuscripte inclu:led 
approxilmte11 one hundred oompositions: 
1. M:>rning and Evening Canticles 
2. Two harmonized settings of the plainsong of the Litany 
3. A large number of anthems 
4. Ten English settings of the Office for the Holy Communioll 
a. Kyrie 
b. Credo 
o. Gloria in excelsis 
d. Sanctus 
e. Benedictus 
f. Agnus Dei 
It is interesting to note that a nlllliler of' the English transla.tions of the 
Canticles as fou.r.rl in the 1Wanley 1 manuscripts are taken fmm the ear],'p' 
~Primers,• or the laymen's book of' private devotions or 'lesson book' 
which appeared with the Hours in Latin f'mm the · thirteenth century onward, 
am in English f'rom the fourteenth ceutur;y onward. 
John Merbecke's (or Marbeck), 152.3 (?) - 1585, oook, 0 The Boolle 
of Coli!IJX)n Praier Noted," 15501 was composed with the sanction of Arch-
bishop Cranmer, as a 'full though simple, (note for every syllable) 
musical directory for the Services in the Prayer Book of' 1549. It did 
not inclu:le the Lita.Dy which had bean conposed by Cranmer iD 1544 in 
Conformance with hiS concepts for the conposition of liturgical music. 
l.rhe Booke of ColiDOOn Praiar. Noted, 1550 (the facsimile reprint of 
Merbe_ckei s book by Charles Whittingham, for William Pickering, 1844. 
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2. The Introits vere exclu3 ed 
:3. The Gloria in excels is was placed at the end of the Service 
4. The Benedietus am AgtJUS Dei was omitted 
5. The Benedictus was detached from the Sanct"'lS necessitating an 
adjustmeut to the wrds of the Sanctus. 
The diversit'-es of Englisll •uses• that existed during the reiga 
of Henr7 VIII oonti:aued to prevail durirg the reigll of Edward VI, especially 
in regards to the liturgic music, however, . the precedent set b1 Merbecke in 
his 'noted' book served somewhat as the :roodel for subseqa.ent sin:ple an:'! 
1 
banoonized music, at least in the priest's parts and the respomes. The 
ausic written by Merbecke tor the musical portions or Morning ani Evening 
Prayer are discussed here in accordance to the order .of their appear~nce. 
The section referred to as the Introduction in::lu:les the !Drd •s 
Prayer, Versicles am Respouses, (Preces) ard the Gloria Patri. These 
settings are transcriptions ard translatio!l. of the old :nethod, to be sung 
in unison. Merbecke set the Lerd Is Prayer to one note a:rsl adhered to the 
earl1 custom of dividing the last two clauses into a Versicle, - "And lead 
us not into teuptation, ~ Respomes - 11But deliver us trom evil," am 
the cadence which drops a minor third below the monotone a:r¥1 rises a lliror 
secou:! on Amen. 
12a.~t 
.. ,., :if , lc .. • 
-
.. 
-~Liol leQ,J.e ~s IJof IN to -le~r~ pttJiu:~~ 
AAS 
lc ., ... ~I At I • - - -w del•vttl" ·< e11il , us .,.laOtl\ A Me~· 
l"The 'noting' or the Versicles and Respomes for:nt:~ the foumation 
upon Which almost all the subsequent harmonized settings are constructed ••• " 
E. H. Fellowes, Ibid., P• 50. 
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For an example, Merbecke•s breues oould be oonpared to the Benedictiries 1 
horizontal epismas, his semy-breues to the 'equal valued' punctums and the 
minims to a type of 'detached liquescent. 
The rhythmic significance explained fbr Merbecke 1s music is not 
discernible especially in chantiJ:€ his Credo, which, incidentally is awk-
ward in melodic COl):ltruction, especially in the frequent occurrence of 
intervallic skips of fifths which makes for angularity in the phrasing. 
Merbecke seems to lack tw::> outstanding compositional talents, that is, 
melodic inventiveness and smooth phrase construction which makes much of 
his -work in the 'noteq book' rather dull. However, Merbeake as a composer 
1 free of clerical restrictions, accord~ to R. R. Terrt 
. "has a masterful techniqUe of mrshallixg great 
~~asses of tone." 
Lacking the techniques of canonic inventiveness and clarity in iDtroduciqs 
and developi~ his phrases hardly leaves s~ce for the assigDilBnt of meri-
torious stylistic accomplishments. 
John Day published in 1560 the earliest printed collection of 
English Church music 'Whicll evidenced the trend toward hal'IOOnizi~ the 
chants as against Merbeake's unisonous settings. The Day publication, 
•certaine notes set rorthe in follre and three partes, to be sung at the 
Mbrnyng Communion and Evenyng Praier, very necessairie for the Church of 
Ghriste to be frequented and used: and unto them added divers Godly 
praiers and Psal.ns in the like for:na to the honor and prayse of God. Im-
printed at Iorrlon over Alders gate beneath S. Martirs by John Day. 1560. 
' '· ' . 
\.. R. Terey", :,ge. QU., P• 72. 
1 
Cum gratia et privilegio Regiae Maiestatis, is considered as belonging 
to this Edwardio period because the compositional style employed in these 
works are all representative or the simple style, •note for each syllable 
of the text, ·' which was rigidly respected at this tiJOO. Christopher Tye 
(15oo-1572 or .3) is ;recognized as the first composer at this ti., to exem-
pli:f'y mdern concepts in ooDJ>osition by ignor~ the stiff' rhythmic and 
contraptmtal techniques of firteenth cmury writirlg and capturing a type 
of SlJX)OthneSS in Simple writing am by the frequent assigmmnt of the temr 
voice to blend with the lower voices as accompanying -voices. This is rather 
a precarious assumption of 'rye's positio!l in the history of English liDlSiC 
2 
at this time taken by Phillips. The f'act that non:l of' Tye's works were 
not inclu:led in the 1Wanley 1 manuscripts or Day's publication does mt 
seem to indicate Tye1 s outstandil€ position as a genius or his beari~ the 
title of •rather of the anthem.' All of his English Church music are oon-
structed along the simple syllabic style. Tyets best kno~ work, his 
versification am musical setting of the fourteen Actes of the Apostles is 
kmw in mdern choirs by' the many alternative verbal texts adapted to tll> 
or three chapters of these settings. 
Thomas Tallis (1505 (?)-1585) kmw as the . 'father of English 
Church Music, I is considered as being 1he oost outstanditg a:rrl skilful 
composer at this ti.m9 ovsr the works of Christopher Tye, Joba Merbecke, 
lA seoo:rrl Edition was published in 1565, titled 1-brnyng am 
Evenyng Praier am CoDilllllD.ion, set forthe in f'oure partes to be song in 
Churches, both for men aid children wyth dyvers other godly praiers am 
Anthems of sun:lry men's doy:gges. 
2a. Henry Phillips, lSi Sine:ipg ,Church, Faber am Faber Ltd., 
24.Russell Square, ~ndon, 1945, Chapter 9, p. 65. 
l(J7 
J(!)lm Shepherd aD::l Robert Johnson. This position is taken chiefiy fma 
the calibre of Tallis's Latin works. It is rather difficult to trace 
genius through the Edwardiaa wrks because of the pioneer status of the 
oomposers at thiS tillS and the oomposiq;r; restrictions placed on these 
composers. There are a limited number of compositions incl'tiled in Tallis 1 s 
works for the English Churcla during this Edwardian era an:l of these the 
setting or the Respo:ues, the Litall1 and the 'Dorian' {short) Service is 
best know. Only five of Tallis's fourteen km\ll anthems were publicized. 
Three anthell'.B were imlu:led in the 'Wanley1 manuscripts am tvo appeared 
in Day's publication. All fourteen anthed are considered as belongi:cg 
to thiS Edwardiu period. Reference to Tallis's harmnization of the 
Preces has been made on pages 94 through 96. :tb particular tribute bas 
been paid Tallis's 'Dorian' Service outside of its beill?: the best that 
was offered umer the circUJEtances to f'it iJIID9diate needs for the new 
Services. In viewing this wrk, it iS easy to get the feeling of a sort 
of' juxtaposition of a vertical a:r:d horizontal conception of' the prevail-
ing mnsical style. Tallis was first a contrapuntist am as such. his 
musical reactions l«>uld normlly be co,nceived along limar lil'J3s. 
Viewed from contrapuntal principles, the •service• holds a m:>re secure 
position than it does it its harm:>nic attri.butes are posed. or course, 
a rigid criticism as regards the ha_rmoJ31 is not wholly justifiable iJl 
that concepts along these lines are only in a developmental stage. Major 
am minor chords are constantly intermingled caused by the linear use of' 
a note's sharped and natural tone is re:f'lective of the dissonant eon-
struction of Byrd's style, Tallis's famom pupil. 'Key' signifioance 
is to be sought in terms of the structure of the :mdes aJX1 the 'musioa 
ficta 1 foi'IIS. 
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The ttmlament.al structure of the liturgy of the Anglican Churob, 
was set during thiS period viz., the three Services as f'ourd in the Books 
of Conumn Prayer 1549 am 1552--Mattins~ Evensong, ani the Office of the 
Holy ColJID!tUlion. Concerning the music for the 'Services' the 'chant was 
sustained for the majority of instances in renderir:g the worship, thus, 
the 'Anglican Service' sustained the musical service inherited from the 
Roman Churda. It iB to be ooted that the 'full' musical service could 
not be adequatel1 performed in the snall pariaa churches. The CODJ>OSers 
. all during this Tudor period wrote . music for cathedral Services and not 
for tb:l parish churches. What is called the choral, or cathedral nr>de, 
the parochial, aui the mixed methods ot remeriDg the 'Services' became 
the distinguishing factors determimd by meaD!I of the location and eco-
mmic conditiors of the church. 
As to the merits of the musicians who were respomible for the 
composed music, it rena ins to say that they, likewise, occupy a pioneering 
au:l experimental position &r subsequent development. 
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CHAPrER FIVE 
ANGLICAN SERVICE-MUSIC FROM 1558 TO 1603 
The continuity of the Anglican Church and its Service-Music was 
broken Q1 the brief reign of Mary, daughter of Henry VIII and Catherine of 
Aragon. Mary's five-year Catholic reign, 15.53-1558, is of particular 
1 interest in that the Protestants who were forced to leave England and 
settle various~ in cities where the reformed and presb,yterian churches 
were strong (Zurich, Basel, Geneva, Strassburg, Heidelberg and Frankfort) 
liere to return during the reign of Elizabeth, 1558-1603, and become the 
most influential religious group, bearing the name of Puritans , opposed 
to Elizabeth and the National Anglican Church. 
Elizabeth had little or no religious convictions; she approved of 
the pompous ritualistic ceremonies of the Catholic Church, yet she refused 
to re-establish ties with Rome; the Act of Supremacy, 1559, spelled, the 
permanent breach with Rome. 
The Act of Uniformity restored the use of the Second Pr~er Book 
. of Edward VI. The Elizabethan Prayer Book of 1559 introduced no musical 
changes in the services. Elizabeth commanded •that no alterations be made 
of such assignments of living, as heretofore had been appoi nted to t he 
~homas Sternhold published in 1549, nineteen versified psalms; 
after his death John Hopkins published in 1556 at Geneva, an edition with 
tunes. This point is necessarily mentioned here to underline the fact 
that these Marian refugees carried the Sternhold edition of the Psalter 
ld th them to Geneva and on their return to England during Elizabeth 1 a ' 
reign brought t he Sternhold Hopkins edition with them to pose it and the 
subsequent 11562 Standard Edition' as being the sole book appr opriate 
f or the running of the services. 
lll 
use of singing or music in the church, l:ut that the same so remain' 
• • • 
'for the comforting of such that delight in music it may be permitted, 
that in the beginning or in the end of common prqyers, either at morning 
or evening there may be sung an lzymn or suchlike song ••• in the best 
sort of melody and music may be convenient~ devised, having respect that 
1 
the sentence of the hymn mqy be understanded and perceived. ' The Hymn 
is to be understood as meaning an anthem used for cathedral music services .. 
The second edition, 1565, of John Day's book, 'Certain Notes set 
forth in foure and three parts to be song,' 1560, 'Morning and Evening 
Prayer and Co:mmunion set forthe in foure partes to be song in churches, t 
might be considered as being somewhat of an official music book for this 
Elizabethan period~ Services by Tallis, Heath, Johnson, Knight, S.lJ.epherd, 
Hasylton and Okeland are included in Day's editions. The settings of the 
Communion Service in these editions are complete with the Sanctus and 
Gloria in excelsis included, however, it is to be noted that later during 
this period the Sanctus, Benedictus, Agnus Dei and Gloria were dropped 
from the musical portions of the service., The complete service, t hus, was 
the Venite, Te Deum, Benedictus (Jubilate serving as an alternative) ~ie, 
Creed, Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis. The Venite was set as an anthem and 
the Gregorian tones were employed for rendering the Psalsm until the end 
of the seventeenth centur,y. 
The Anglican liturgical music traditions and requirements as set 
forth during the Edwardian reign were sustained., That is, the pattern 
1
statement taken from E. H. Fellowes': book, English Cathedral 
Music, from Edward VI to Edward VII, Methueli & Co., Ltd., London, 36 
Essex Street, Strand, w.c.z., 1941, p • .53-4. 
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of the tServices' and the developing EngliSh anthem remained the chief 
forms of the Anglican liturgy. The principle of constructing only one 
note for each syllable of the text and the setting of each canticle in 
a 'Service' in the same key continued as the general style in lmlsical 
composition. 
The composers, during the Marian interim, had more time in ~ich 
to concentrate on how to evolve artistic works under such restrictions. 
Yet, they were able to safeguard certain of their artistic tendencies in 
the tGreat' Services, as opposed to the simple 'Short• Servlces by asso-
ciating the medieval practice of relating, at intervals, melismatic 
passages to a single s,yllable of the text and the repetitious empla,yment 
of 'the same words, word-phrases or music figures, motives and themes for 
emphasis or coloristic effects and using various other devices that would 
make for a full and elaborate choral texture. 
It is interesting to note that, at this time, the Protestant 
bodies by indicating a somewhat bias concept concerning the meaning of 
church music, are similar iiLprinciple -to the saine attitude assumed by the 
earlY Catholic fathers, retarded the natural development of artistic 
church music in the Protestant churches. A:nd, singularlY enough, it was 
the Catholic Church that fostered and developed a superior choral art in 
the sixteenth centur,y. 
The churches however, had to reckon with the onslaught of the 
Renaissance movement and compromise w1 th the secular trends in musical 
compositions such as beauty of tone, acoustical effects, tunefulness, 
regular rhythmic groupings in contrast to the inconstanc.y of the r.Qythmic 
structure in single parts and harmonic textures based on the significant 
ll3 
progressions and relations of chords, all of which gave striking evidences 
of the inevitable 'free growth and developnent 1 of the art of music. 
The prevailing trend was in the blending of independent polyphonic 
textures in which the basic melody, Canto Fermo, provided by pre-existing 
ecclesiastical melodies around. which the other voices weaved in lab,rrin-
thing effects. The rhythm was independently conceived with each voice 
having a rather haphazard occurrence of the accents throughout the entire 
choral pattern. The harmonic progressions were conceived contrapunt~ 
and as such had only polyphonic significance, in disregard for ~ acousti-
cal laws. 
The Elizabethan style of composition which began around 1588, after 
the destruction of Phillip II's Spanish Armada, does not duplicate entirely 
the Cranmer injunction, this is evidenced in the stylistic features in the 
composition of the 1Great 1 Services. Because of the internal political 
and religious strife and the trend of the times, traditional views would 
natura.lly be altered and new devices would be introduced and perfected by 
the most talented artists. Only the keenly alert and versatile artists 
could survive constant upheavals and utilize new materials to the fullest 
advantages. The restless experiments of the ItaJ.ians along secular lines, 
viz., the polychoral style, and the rise of new musical forms such as the 
opera, oratorio, cantata, sonata, concerto, etc., introduced an ominous 
affect on the course of strict religious music in a sacred devotional 
sense. 
The harmonized settings of the Preces and the Litaqy (the Lit~ 
in relation to the Elizabethan era} exemplifies somewhat the secular 
trend for the 1use of chords as chords, simply constructed as supports 
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B,yrd conforms with the Pr~er Book and assigns the responses 
alone to the choir. Tallis assigns his plain-chant melody chiefly in 
the treble voice and does not compose beyond the •Lesser Lita~' (Lord, 
have mercy upon us) • Byrd, who uses all of :cranmer' s plainsong, assigns 
his melody to the tenor voice. 
It is to be understood that in studying the mcxiern transcriptions 
of the music of this period, the editors have taken the liberty of trans-
posing the music up, usually a minor third. The pitch between 1570 and 
1625 was thought to be higher in the sixteenth cen.tur.r. The modern nota-
tion of the music ts usually printed in notes half the length; the minim 
is not a literal measurement of the unit-beat, but used only for convenient 
and relative guide. AU.ong this line should be mentioned, a~so, the mcxi ern 
custom of inserting bar lines and time signatures in sixteenth century 
music. This custom is to be viewed in an imaginar.y sense, since the 
significance of bar-lines and time-signatures according to modern usage 
is not a characteristic of the sixteenth centur,y music theor,r. The rhythm, 
in this case, results from the combination of the words and music, a type 
of prose rendition by the singer who is · priviledged to set his own pace.1 
The r esulting rhythmic counterpoint of the music of this period is indi-
cated for modern ~ use by the use of stress marks to show where the 
main accents occur when there is a conflict with the modern bar lines. 
Outstanding melodic features of the llDlsic is the dividing of the 
text into short clauses which are each set either harmonically or contra-
puntallf in which the meloqy moves stepwise with occasional short leaps. 
1see Tudor Church Music, Vol. II, William Byrd, Part I, Oxford 
University Press, 1922, Humphrey Milford, p. xxvii. 
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every possible vocal combination is used in order to produce a different 
tone coloring or special effect by harmonic, reythmic or melodic means. 
This practice is frequent]¥ aided by extending the range of the voices . 
In the Cantiones Sacrae, jointly published by Tallis and Byrd in 
1575, (Byrd wrote seventeen for the set) Byrd, in the motet, Siderum 
Rector, assigns the melody firs~ to the soprano voice then to the tenor 
voice, beginning with the second verse. The overall form is constructed 
in three sections and each section is given to three different composi-
tional features. The special effect is gained by varying the distribution 
of the melody. 
In Byrd's five-part Mass, the fact _that the Gloria in excelsis is 
planned for the most part in short sections is a sort of 'trade mark1 
device of B,yrd 1s, yet, the section in three parts which requires a tenor 
or high baritone to sing the lowest part is unquestionable proof that 
singers of Byrd's music in most instances should possess a flexible and 
extended range. 
These are, to be sure, rather elementar,y observations, however, 
they represent a few simple evidences of a 'pulling aw~' from tradition 
and the simple features which were amplified and variously constructed 
to facilitate the emergence of Byrd as the 'reigning genius' of this 
peri od. He, likewise, made use of the antique method of threading end-
less melismatic passages to single s.yllables, but he interspersed 
occasional elaborate passages in various forms of canonic imitation. 
General characteristics of Byrd1s vocal techniques are duplicated 
l - . 
here as found in Fellowes's discussion of Byrd's compositional style. 
In all instances the examples are taken from Byrd's Latin works. 
1~. ~., p. 225-234. 
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In considering B,yrd's 'Anglican' works (he is supposed to have 
begun composing for the English Church when ~e was appointed at Lincoln 
Cathedral in 1562) it cannot be assumed that he employed entirely new 
technical devices; he, more or less, follows his original trends in some-
what of a moderate fashion. The total output of 'Anglican' Service-MUsic 
1:u Byrd is considerab]Jr small. The published sets of 1588, 1589 and 1611 
together with relatively few other settings comprise a small quantit,y, 
this, however, does not eliminate the fact that Byrd set precedents for 
all of the succeeding Elizabethan composers. 
It is difficult to be reconciled to Byrd's apparent disregard for 
'consonant sounds' and the constant use of cross relations. He, in fact, 
dis spelled any possible errors on the printer 1 s part as to the frequent 
occurrence of dissonances in his music by stating that he purposely wrote 
1 
the t jarring notes.' 
· It is further difficult to trace the concrete influence or basis 
of Byrd 1 s style especially in his English works. In viewing the manu-
scripts the 'thinness and polyphonic texture along with the free use of 
consonant consecutives are immediately observed. The voices are ~o /J-~2 ( 
independently conceived that their existence together as part of a compo-
sition seems almost arbitrar.f, yet, reasonable chordal patterns are 
possible to construct, if the juxtaposition of the sharp and natural 
alterations of the same tone is disregarded (this, as has been pointed 
out, is characteristic of Byrd's style and of the last evidences of the 
dying use of the ecclesiastical modes. In fact, no particular rules 
are respected by Byrd. In Byrd's works for the Anglican Service, he 
lF . 
· ellowes; .9.f· _2!!., p. 22.3. 
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seems to center . his 1 interest points by 'What is termed as the unorthodox 
treatment of dischords -- for an example suspenSions are not resolved down 
a step or half-step but are resolved on the ~hird of the .following chord, 
not at all or up. Canonic imitation is the .main device used in the compo-
sition of the 'Great' Service, but not considered as useful in the simple 
chordal patterns of the 1Shcrt 1 Service. The 'Great' Service is considered 
the greatest of Byrd's unaccompanied works for the Anglican service, how-
ever, it was not written for use in the regular services; .because of its 
length, it is considered to have been written for a special occasion. The 
fact that in a certain instances, Byrd uses various unrelated keys by 'key 
assumption' as an expressive device, does not seem to signify particularly 
1 
a highly individual technique. Fellowes points out that Byrd's use of 
the key of ·F major in opening the Gloria of the Great 1 Service and closing 
it on the chard of A major is proof that key contrasts are not "absent 
from Elizabethan music." 
2 
Fellowes who seems to be a single outstanding living authority 
on the works of "Tilliam Byrd variousl;r comments on Byrd's techniques as 
used for the 'Anglican 1 Services. As to the 'Short' Service, he mentions 
that the 'gem of this Service is the Magnificat, "because of the remark-
able sense of proportion and balance in which the short melodious phrases 
follow each other and the frequent use of major triads in the predominant 
minor ke,y of the Gloria." This is described as unusual because in the 
case of the pre-dominant use of minor tonality, the major triad is intro-
duced only at the end of the composition. 
1 ~· ~., P• 75. 
2Ibid., P• 127-8. 
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recording and composing melodies. A movement toward the composition of 
• congregation song' in the form of hymns, emanated from the East, the 
basis of which was the 'Syrian risquole. 1 
The entire Greek contribution to the Christian liturgy has not 
been conclusively decided by scholars, however, the Greek musical s.ystem 
of scales and intervals is outstandingly significant for the progressive 
development of the eight church modes. Next in consideration would be 
the use of the Greek language and philosophy to convey Christian thought 
for the first three centuries. The remnants of the Greek portions (Gloria 
in excelsis, Kfrie Eleison, Epinikion and the Trisagion) occurring in the 
Ordinary of the Mass has meaning chiefly in evidencing the original nuclear 
Greek foundation of the Western Liturgies. 
The chief Roman contribution of stabilizing and s.ystematizing 
Western 1i turgies is even more important than the syntactical significance 
of the prose texts of the music, viz., the tonic accent, which refers to 
the main syllable in each word, and the cursus, which concerns the word 
rhythms toward the end of the sentence. (including the end). 
These observations, though not aetual.lJ" vital to the research 
problem involved in this stuqy, are illuminating when the fact that no 
strict line of demarcation can be drawn between the appearance of old and 
new concepts are considered. It becomes clearer if one makes a diligent 
effort to trace 'uniqueness 1 to any one particular nation; it rather 
becomes a 'world history' problem. 
